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NOTES

ON

THE

DEVELOPMENT

OF

THE

DOCTRINE OF INSURABLE INTEREST.
I
In the

development of the law on the subject of insurable interest,
antagonistic theories have been worked out, which differ according
to the view taken of the nature of the contract, by which, in English
law, the principle of insurance is made effective. On the one hand, it is

two

asserted that the contract of insurance is

a pure wager, tolerated because
it is of benefit to trade j1 on the other hand it is claimed that the con
tract of insurance is one of indemnity, and, therefore, differs funda

mentally from a bet or a wager, where the sole interest of the parties
in the subject-matter of the bet is that arising from the very wager
itself.2 With the authorities, therefore, who advocate the first theory,
an insurable interest means simply an interest sufficient to conterbalance
the temptation, created by the insurance contract, to destroy the life
or property insured ; with those who advocate the opposite theory, an
insurable interest is

an

essential element of the true contract of in

which that contract is

surance,

by

demnity,

from the class of

that

a

terest,"

different
in each

meaning
case.

differentiated,

as

a

contract of in

It will be

perceived at once
expression "insurable in
trite expressions, in the de-

more

wagers.
is attached to the

The effect of

1
"Insurance contracts are aleatory and are therefore wagers," Street Founda
tions of Legal Liability, Contract, p. 165. "An important illustration of wager
permitted by law is the contract of insurance." Hammon, Contracts, p. 366.
Anson., p. 188. "A life insurance is in like manner a wager." "The common law
leant strongly against these policies for some time, (wager policies), but being
found beneficial to merchants, they winked at it." Lord Hardwicke, in Sadler's
Co. v. Badcock, 2 Atk. 554, 1743.
a"A policy, therefore, made without interest, is a wager policy, and has
nothing in common with insurance, but " name and form." Yeates, J., in
an insurance, being a contract
Pritchett v. Ins. Co., (3 Yeates, 458, 1803).
of indemnity, its object is, not to make a positive gain, but to avert a possible
loss : and that, as a man can never be said to be indemnified against a loss which
can never happen to him, a policy without interest is no insurance, but a mere
wager." Marshall, Ins., p. 88.
.
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legal principles, is a familiar phenomenon. After long
circulation,
expressions come to be accepted at a value far differ
The deadening influence of this
ent from what they had when minted.
in
and in literature, as well as
in
art
be
traced
science,
process may
Lack of precision in judicial expression, apparently,
in legal history.
finds a special illlustration in decided cases which involve principles of
velopment

of

such

the law of insurance,3 and this seems to be particularly true in the
theory of "insurable interest," the special relation

discussions of the

subsisting

�

between the person insured and the subject-matter of the
as the basis for an enforceable

insurance, which the law will recognize
insurance contract.

The

of this phrase is gradually changing,
;4 from this it follows that the meaning

meaning

in scope

slowly broadening
interest,'' as heretofore accepted, could not have been
based wholly upon what is essential or inherent in the nature of the
insurance contract. That no legal conception can be fully understood
and

of "insurable

except through its history, is.
of the

following study
prepared with special

a

maxim in

legal science today.

theory of insurable interest,
reference to the origin and

The

has been

therefore,
development of

the

insurance contract, to determine which one of the two theories referred
to is justified from that point of view.
The Mermaid Tavern is

not more closely associated with the history
England, than is the coffee house of Edward Lloyd
early history of the business of insurance. In the time of
III and Queen Anne, this famous house, at the corner of

of the drama in
with the
William

Abchurch Lane, in Lombard Street, became the most celebrated resort
in London for seafaring men and merchants engaged in maritime trade.

Edward Lloyd himself is little
he

was

became

not
one

voted to the

more

lacking enterprise, for,

than

as

a

name,

and yet

we

know that

business prospered and his house

of the centers of maritime life, he started a newspaper, de
shipping interests, called "Lloyd's News," the forerunner
�

of Lloyd's Lists, Lloyd's Register
Lloyd's Captain's Register, and of

of British and

Foreign Shipping,

other trade gazettes, which play a
great part in the work of the modern Lloyd's Offices.5 But the freedom
'"

in deciding insurance cases, rather more frequently than in deciding
other subjects, judges have been prone to use inartistic and inaccurate
4
"We think the tendency of the modern decisions is to relax the stringency
*
"We think the tendency of the modern decisions is to relax the stringency
of some of the earlier cases,
Doyle v. American Fire Insurance Co., 181
Mass., 139, 143, (1902). "The definition of insurable interest has been continu
ously
expanding." Moran v. Uzielli. 2 K. B., 555, 563, (1905).
*
"So reliable are the reports of Lloyd's agents that the posting of a vessel
as 'missing1 is sufficient evidence of her loss to entitle the owner
at Lloyd's
Vance, Insurance, p. 11.
to demand payment of the insurance."
.

cases on

"

.
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of comment, indulged in the coffee
torial conduct of a newspaper, and

leaving

its proper

The

field,

and

of

3

house, was no guide for the edi
Lloyd's News was suppressed for

venturing

to

criticise the House of Lords.6

marine risks

was already well-known in
practice
insuring
the maritime trade, and had been introduced into England by the Italian
merchants, who had established themselves in Lombard Street.7 The

method of

obtaining marine insurance at Lloyd's was for the owner of
the vessel to pass around among the merchants and underwriters,
usually to be found at the coffee house, a slip of paper, giving the name
of the

vessel, her tonnage and

other information which

cargo,

might

a

description of the voyage,
by the insurer. Any

be called for

who wished to undertake the risk would write his

name

and
one

at the bottom

of the memorandum, and state the sum for which he agreed to be
liable, in case of loss or damage.8 In 1769, the principal merchant

regularly patronized Lloyd's, formed
society,
regulations. Later, in 1779,
the society formally adopted the policy, then in common use among the
members, which became known as "Lloyd's policy." This quaint in
strument gathered up, in rather loose form, the more important pro
visions of certain other policies which had probably grown up as a
matter of custom and tradition in the trade. Though the courts have
condemned this instrument as "very strange,"9 as "drawn with much
laxity,"10 and as "absurd and incoherent,"11 yet, in the course of time.
nearly every word of it has been judicially defined, and today Lloyd's
shippers

and underwriters who

themselves into

a

with rules and

*
"Coffee houses had long been recognized centers for innovations, political
and otherwise."
prosecutions, some due to political motives, and some to the
clamor of tavern keepers, who found their trade imperilled, followed in succes
sion, and the whole culminated in an ordinance of Charles II, summarily ordering
the 'shutting up and suppressing of all coffee houses.' Finally, the judges granted
permission to the 'masters of coffee houses to keep them open on condition that
they should prevent all scandalous papers, books and libels from being read in
them, and hinder every person from declaring, uttering or divulging ail manner
of false and scandalous reports against the Government or the Ministers thereof."
Martin, History of Lloyd's, p. 56 et seq. Coffee house discussions often stimu
"In the capital, the coffee
lated and guided public opinion. Macaulay says:
houses supplied in some measure the place of a journal, and thither the Lon
doners flocked, as the Athenians of old flocked to the market place, to hear
whether there was any news."
(Martin, History of Lloyd's, p. 66).
'The Statute of 43 Elizabeth, ch. 12 (1601), speaks of marine insurance as
existed "time out of mind."
having
*
For a specimen policy of the period, with the names of several underwriters
subscribed, and opposite each, the sum for which he assumes liability, see
Cavalchant v. Maynard Pleas in the Court of Admiralty, Vol. 11, Selden Society
Publications,
p. 45.
*
Lord Mansfield, in LeCheminant v. Pearson, 4 Taunt., 380.
J., in Marsden v. Reid, 3 East, 579.
"Lawrence,
u
Buller, J., in Brough v. Whitmore, 4 T. R., 206.
.

.
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now in general use in
policy forms the basis for the marine policies
In
1871, Lloyd's was incorporated
England and in the United States.12
institutions "that have helped
the
by Act of Parliament, and is one of
It is
to win for England the maritime supremacy of the world."13
which
the
effect
underestimate
Lloyd's
scarcely possible, therefore, to
has had upon the development of the practice and of the law of insur

As Mr. Frederick Martin says in the introduction to his well
known volume,
appropriately called "The History of Lloyd's and of
Marine Insurance in Great Britain,"14 "The history of marine in
ance.

�

bound up with wars, and frauds, and all the vicissitudes of
commerce, has a romance of its own, which it was not possible alto
surance,

gether
while

to

exclude from this

giving

recital of events has

plan

that the

known

as

work,

the adventurous its

it forms part of the subject. But,
place, the plan of a strictly historical
as

been deviated from. It is in pursuance of this
of the ancient confederation of underwriters,

not

history
'Lloyd's' occupies

a

large

Marine Insurance."
Though Lloyd himself is thus little
tone and character of his

house,

in

one

space in the
more

than

resepct,

at

history

of British

famous name, the
least, is certain. An
a

issue of the London Chronicle for 1768, contains the

following

passage

:

"The introduction and amazing progress of illicit gaming at
Lloyd's Coffee House is, among others, a powerful and very
melancholy proof of the degeneracy of the time. Though gaming
in any degree is perverting the original and useful design of that

Coffee-house, it may in some measure be excusable to speculate on
the following subjects: Mr. Wilkes being elected for London:
which was done from 5 to 50 guineas per cent ; Mr. Wilkes being
elected member for Middlesex; from 20 to 70 guineas per cent;
Alderman Bond's life for one year, now doing at 7 per cent; on
Sir J. H. (mark the modesty!) being turned out in one year, now
doing at 12 guineas per cent ; on John Wilkes' life for one year,
now doing at five per cent.
(N. B. Warranted to remain in prison
for that period) ; on a declaration of war with France or Spain,
in one year. 8 guineas per cent. But, when policies come to be
opened on two of the first peers in Britain losing their heads, at
10s. 6d. per cent, or on the dissolution of the present Parliament
within one year at 5 guineas per cent, which are now actually
doing, and underwritten chiefly by Scotsmen, at the above coffee
house, it is surely high time to interfere."
"Arnould, Marine Ins., 9th Ed., Sec. 10; it is prescribed,
English Marine Insurance Act of 1906 (34 Vic, ch. 21).
"Richards. Insurance, (3rd Ed.), p. 14, note 1.
11
Martin, History of Lloyd's, Preface, vi and vii.

m

effect, by the
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"Among the legion of schemes of all kinds brought forward dur
ing the prevalence of the mania, about a hundred related to insur
ance.
The comparatively small number shows how little the sub
ject was yet understood or appreciated, which is further proved
by the oddity of some of the insurance projects. At the Crown
tavern, Smithfield, a 'subscription book' was opened, for estab
lishing 'An insurance-office for horses dying natural deaths,
stolen, or disabled ; at another place in the city subscribers came to
put their names and money down for 'Plummer and Paty's In
surance from Death by drinking Geneva'; and, again, at another
there were started offices for 'Assurance from lying;' for 'Insur
from house-breakers;' for 'Rum insurance;' for 'Insurance
from highwaymen,' and numerous others, one more absurd than
the other, but all finding friends and admirers." Martin, History
of Lloyd's, p. 89.
See also minutes of first meeting of Lloyd's at the Royal Ex
change, Martin, p. 157, commencing with the preamble that
"Shameful practices have been introduced of late years into the
business of Underwriting, such as making Speculative Insurances
on the Lives of Persons, and on Government securities."
ance

A

the

pamphlet, typical of the age, "Every Man his own Broker," gives
following reference to Lloyds:
"Another manner of spending the vacation formerly was in in
suring the lives of such unfortunate gentlemen as might happen
to stand accountable to their

country for misconduct.

I am not
I could give an account
of this cruel pastime, the parallel of which is not to be met with
in the instance of any civilized nation ; but I hope we shall hear no
more of such detestable gaming; therefore, as a scene of this kind,
fully laid open, might astonish, but could not convey instruction,
humanity bids me draw the veil, and not render any set of men
unnecessarily odious. A practice likewise prevailed of insuring

willing

to disturb the ashes of the

dead,

the lives of well-known personages,

or

as soon as a paragraph ap
announcing them to be dangerously ill.
The insurance rose in proportion as intelligence could be procured
from the servants, or from any of the faculty attending, that the
patient was in great danger. This inhuman sport affected the
minds of men, depressed by long sickness ; for when such persons,
casting an eye over a newspaper for amusement, saw their lives
had been insured in the Alley at 90 per cent., they despaired of all
hopes, and thus their dissolution was hastened. But to the honor
of the principal merchants and underwriters, they caused an ad
vertisement, some years since, to be fixed up at Lloyd's coffee house,
declaring that they could not transact business with any brokers
who should be engaged in such infamous transactions."
"Policies were obtained on the lives of public men with a reck
lessness at once disgraceful and injurious to the morals of the
That of Sir Robert Walpole was assured for many
country.

peared in the

newspapers
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thousands ; and at particular periods of his career, when his person
seemed endangered by popular tumults, as at the Excise Bill or
by party hate, as at the time of his threatened impeachment, the

proportionately enlarged.
George II fought at Dettingen, twenty-five per cent was
paid against his return. The rebellion of 1745, as soon as the
terror which it excited passed away, was productive of an infamous
The members of Garraway's, the assurers at
amount of business.
Lloyd's, the merchants of the Royal Exchange, being unable to
premium

was

"When

raise or lower the price of stocks any more by reports of the
Pretender's movements, made sporting assurances on his adven
tures, and opened policies on his life. Sometimes the news ar
rived that he was taken prisoner, and the underwriters waxed
grave. Sometimes it was rumored that he had escaped, and they
grew gay again. Thousands were ventured on his whereabouts
and tens of thousands on his head. The rebel Lords who were
captured in that disastrous expedition, were another source of
profit to the speculators. The grey hairs of old Lord Lovat did
not prevent them from gambling on his life.
The gallantry of
Balmerino, and the devotion of Lady Nithsdale, raised no soft
scruples in the minds of the brokers ; and when the husband of
the latter escaped from the Tower, the agitation of those who had
perilled their money on his life, and to whom his violent death
would have been a profit, is described as noisy and excessive. No
sooner was it known that he had escaped than fresh
policies were
on his recapture ; and
great must have been the indignation
of his high minded wife, when she afterwards heard of this trait
of city character.

opened

.

.

.

"Success and disasters were all the same to the assurers. The
seals of a Prime Minister, or the life of a highwayman answered
equally the purpose of the policy-mongers ; and India or Minorca,
Warren Hastings or Admiral Byng were alike to them if they could
put money in their purses. There was absolutely nothing on which
a

policy could be opened,
gambling.'' Francis,

of
It

was

�

the

that was not employed as the opportunity
Annals of Life Insurance, p. 140 et seq.

prevalence of this degrading practice

which had led to

formation of the Society of Lloyd's, among the merchants and under
writers of the better type,16 for there is no doubt that the contract of

insurance, in its origin and until its possibilities

were

exploited by the
centuries, was

of the sixteenth and seventeenth

gambling proclivities
purely a contract of indemnity.
a

Martin, History of Lloyd's,

This is apparent from statements of

p. 119.
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early
risk

Continental

was at

jurists,

who

that the

clearly perceived

7

of

principle

the bottom of the true contract of insurance.16

The criticism of the

gambling at Lloyd's just quoted, is severe and
doubt, justified, but it must be remembered that gambling was
notoriously the pet vice of the age, and the two great houses1 of
Almack's and Whyte's were freely patronized by the most distinguished
men in England.
Wagering was not confined to the nobility. "The
love of card-playing, which had formerly been characteristic of aristo
cratic circles only, now infected all alike.17 The gains and losses of the
King and Queen were, as a rule, restricted to hundreds, but on Twelfth
INight it was customary for thousands of pounds to change hands.
The absence of intellectual speculation was made up for by speculation
at cards ; in lotteries and raffles.
Most female shopping was done on
the raffling system. It is impossible to open a volume of the corre
spondence of the period, without finding references to the writer's
The
anxiety about the fate of lottery tickets, or South Sea shares.
streets were full of the South Sea equipages of the newly enriched.
In 1786 Walpole writes: 'Even the loss of one hundred thousand
"18
George I and George
pounds is not rare enough to be surprising.'
II used to play quite openly, and we read in the Gentlemen's Magazine
for January 5, 1731, that the latter Monarch wagered six hundred
guineas the evening before. Records kept of the wagers laid at
Whyte's show that they were similar to those laid at Lloyd's.
was,

no

.

.

.

.

.

Even the literature of the

.

.

shows the

contagion of gambling.
III, describes graphically a gambling

period

Pope's "Rape of the Lock," Canto
lady, and gives the rules for the fashionable

game of "ombre."

Gold

smith says, in his life of Beau Nash: "When the Beau first figuredat
Bath, there were few laws against this destructive amusement. The

gaming table was the constant resource of despair and indigence, and
the frequent ruin of opulent fortunes." In a curious little book, "The
History of Gambling in England," by John Ashton, it is stated that
"Principale fundamentum assecurationis est risicum, seu interesse assecuraCasaregis, De Commercio,
torum, sine quo non potest subsistere assecuratio."
Disc. 4, 1, (1707).
"When the risk has not been run, whether its not having been run was owing
to the fault, pleasure, or will of the insured, or to any other cause, the premium
shall be returned." Lord Mansfield, in Tyrie v. Fletcher, Comp. 666.
"Traill's Social England, (1714-1742), p. 143, 144, Vol. V.
"
ibid., Vol. V., p. 355, see also Vol. V., p. 36, 127, et seq.
"Whyte's Betting Book, History of Whyte's, Vol. II, (Portraits of distin
guished members), and identical wagers on length of Bonaparte's life at Lloyd's
and Whyte's ; Ashton, History of Gambling in England, Chapter on Lloyd's.
"

,
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pounds were lost and won nightly in London alone.20
discountenancing play, popular opinion recognized it as the

thousands of
Far from

society,21 and "debts of honor" were placed upon a strong
in
footing of gentlemanly duty. While it was perhaps more virulent
over
have
not
and
historians
the
character at
antiquarians
time, legal
looked the hankering after a wager as an underlying social force, to be
recreation of

reckoned with at all times.22
The judicial view of wagers reflected

popular feeling.23

Wagers

per se were neither unlawful nor unenforceable at common law.24
deed, the pains taken by the judges to draw nice distinctions in suits
In

upon wagers, showed that they were not disposed to underrate the
25
Two cases decided by Lord Mansfield are par
importance of a bet

ticularly interesting in studying the law as it developed during this
period upon the subject of wagers. Jones v. Randall was assumpsit
upon a wager whether a decree of the Court of Chancery would be
x

See his final chapter on Insurance, where he says, regretfully, that this form
gambling is prohibited, while others are permitted.
Campbell, Lives of the Justices, Vol. IV, p. 517, for Lord Kenyon's tirade
against the fashionable gaming establishments of his day, and his threat that
persons convicted before him of gambling "though they may be the first ladies
in the land, they shall certainly exhibit themselves in the pillory," the Earl of
Carlisle's defense, and his criticism of Kenyon as "utterly ignorant of human

of

*

nature and of the ways of men."

""The truth is that the tendency to bet upon results lies extremely deep in
human nature and has grown up with it from its remote infancy."
Maine,
Early History of Institutions, p. 259. Sir F. Pollock, The Genius of the Com
Foundation
mon Law, p. 9,
in
the
Lectures). Speculation
(Carpentier
public
funds was also rife; see Sir John Barnard's Act, (1734), amended and made
"An
Act to prevent the infamous practice of stock
perpetual in 1737, entitled
jobbing," repealed in 1860, as imposing "unnecessary restrictions on the making
of contracts for the sale and transfer of public stocks and securities." Preface
to Dos Passos "Commercial Mortmain" quoted in Bench & Bar, Feb., 1916, p.
434. "The truth is men are speculative creatures, as certainly as they are eat
Clarke v. Foss, 7 Biss., 540, 544.
ing and sleeping ones
The substance of the law at any given time pretty nearly corresponds, so
far as it goes, with what is then understood to be convenient.
." Holmes,
The Common Law, pp. 1, 2.
**Dalby v. Ins. Co., Exch., 15 C. B., 365. "By the common law, contracts of
wager and similar contracts were not objectionable per se. They were, in fact,
enforced without any objection on the score of being dependant on a chance or
casualty. Courts did, in some instances, refuse to enforce such contracts, but
only when the subject of the wager was objectionable, as tending to encourage
acts contrary to sound morals, (Gilbert v. Sykes, 16 East, 150), or being in
jurious to the feelings or interest of third persons, (DaCosta v. Jones, Cowp.,
729), or against public policy or public duty, (Atherfold v. Beard, 2 T. R.,
610) ; Tappenden v. Randall, 2 B. & P., 467; Shirley v. Sankey, 2 B. & P., 130;
Hartley v. Rice, 10 East, 22)." Flagg v. Baldwin, 38 N. J. Eq., 219, 223, (1884).
"Pope v. St. Leger, 1 Salk., 344, where one of the players at backgammon
moved one of his men, the wager was whether he was bound to play it. Holt,
C. J. held this was not within the statute against gaming, for the wager was not
on the chance of the play, but on the right of the play, which is a collateral
matter.
"

.

.
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reversed upon

appeal to the House of Lords. The decree was reversed
plaintiff sued to obtain a verdict for fifty guineas, the amount of

and the

the wager. In the argument on a motion in arrest, it was contended
that the contract was illegal, being contra bonos mores. Lord Mansfield
held that the wager was fairly made ; there was no evidence, said he,
of a corrupt motive to influence the House of Lords; not being pro
hibited

by

action.

sound

policy or morality, he
v. Jones was tried

DaCosta

notorious

case

of the Chevalier d'Eon.

held the

plaintiff might bring

four years later.27

Again

it

was

his

This is the

argued that

wagers

Lord Mansfield held the wager unenforce
able, not, it will be observed from a careful study of his opinion, be
cause of the inherent nature of the transaction as a bet ; the fact that
were

contra bonos mores.

the transaction

wager did not seem to give the court any trouble;28
on a third person, and, therefore, tended to a
breach of the peace, it was not sustained. In concluding, Lord Mans
field, with characteristic insight, laid the basis for the distinction which
was a

but, because it reflected

thereafter

generally accepted in determining what wagers were
Wagers contrary to public policy, as, for example, those
reflecting upon or tending to injure any person, he expressly held
invalid ; innocent wagers were valid. Jones v. Randall is an example
of the latter class ; DaCosta v. Jones of the former. Another example
of Lord Mansfield's view of wagers is March v. Pigott.29 In this case
was

enforceable.

two

characters, followers
respective fathers, the one

notorious

of their

of the

turf, laid wagers

on

the lives

who should first lose his father and

"1 Cowp., 37, (1774).
"2 Cowp., 729, (1778).
"
"Afterwards the judges repented that wagers had ever been sustained, and
became as eager to find grounds for setting therm aside as they had previously
been to enforce them, but they were not held invalid on the ground that they
were per se immoral.
They became "astute even to an extent bordering upon
the ridiculous to find reasons for refusing to enforce them." Baron Parke, in
Egerton v. Brownlos, 4 H. L. C, 124, (1853). Thus in Atherfold v. Beard,
2 T. R., 610, (1788), a wager on the future amount of the auty on hops was
held void, because it would disclose the amount of the public revenue ; Parliament
was the only proper place for that discussion it was said.
Elthan v. Kingsman,
(1 B & A, 683), (1818)) is an amusing case; two livery stable keepers made a
wager that a certain person would go to the assembly rooms in the carriage of one
of them; the court held the wager void, as tending to abridge the freedom of
the public in choosing each one his own conveyance. See also Campbell, C. J.,
in Ramloll Thackoorseydass v. Soojumnul Dhondmull, 6 Moo. P. C., 300, 310,
(1848): "I regret to say that we are bound to consider the common law of
England to be that an action may be maintained on a wager, although the parties
had no previous interest in the question on which it was laid, if it be not against
the interests or feelings of third persons, and does not lead to indecent evidence
and is not contrary to public policy.." (Williston's Wald's Pollock on Con
tracts, p. 422, side paging 314).

"5 Burr., 2804, (1771).
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estate, agreeing to pay a certain sum to the other. The
father of the defendant was actually dead at the time the wager was
made, but this was not known to the parties. His Lordship held this
thus fall to

fact

was

Allen

v.

an

immaterial, and that the defendant
Heard

unenforceable

corruption

in

was a

was

the result of

wager on
Mansfield because it

by Lord
voting.

an

was

liable upon his wager.
election;30 it was held

calculated to promote

The form of agreement by which wagers, as well as contracts
of bona fide insurance were enforced, was precisely the same in Eng
land at that

is

and

time, as it
by pooling losses

and

today. Mutual protection by staring expenses
in the
gains, among several merchants,
hope that the latter would outweigh the former, did not seem to be
popular in England, as it was with the wealthy business men of the
Roman Empire, who seem to have used this form of insurance in army
contracts and other large public undertakings, such as the victualing of
the City of Rome and in public works upon a large scale. The atmos
phere in which the practice of insurance was evolving was calculated to
develop the possibilities of the insurance contract, as a wager, to the
�

�

fullest

extent.

No line of commercial

activity

was more

hazardous and

uncertain than maritime ventures, particularly in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, when little was known, in a scientific way, of

geography; indeed, the lax moral
gambling, strange
criticism in an age which produced John Law, and the gigantic specu
lations of the South Sea Shares and the Mississippi Bubble.
The tone of the jurisprudence of the age is summed up in the per
sonality of Mansfield, as the legal character of an earlier period is
typified by his predecessor, Coke. "Assueredly out of the old fields must
spring and grow the new corn," Coke had said in the Preface to the
First Part of his Reports, speaking of the Common Law. Though
Murray went through much the same classical process of professional
education as Coke, at the Inns of Court, his previous training saved
naval
sense

construction, navigation

of the

him from the

day

or

sometimes condemned insurance

narrowness

of Sir Edward.

�

"He submitted to the drud

toiling through tiresome text-books and rubbishy reports" said
Campbell, "and he became as well acquainted with 'collateral warran
ties' and 'recoveries with double voucher' as lawyers who, never travel
ing beyond their black letter lore, venerated these processes as the
perfection of human reason."31 His true delight was to dip into the

gery of

"l T. R., 571.
"Campbell's Lives of the Chief

Justices,

Vol.

Ill,

p.

426.

NOTES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DOCTRINE OF
INSURABLE INTEREST.

judicial

writers of

France,

that he

might

see

feudal laws had been blended in the different

and, above all,

how the Roman and

provinces

of the

King

admirable commercial code recent
promulgated under the title 'Ordinance de la Marine,' which he

dom ;

ly

11

hoped

to introduce here

by

well considered

judicial decisions,
a bright vision which was afterwards realized."32
After the struggle
between Ellesmere and Coke, the weaving of equitable principles into
the growing fabric of the common law became firmly fixed as an in
cident in the evolution of English jurisprudence. In fact, the common
law, as a system of social justice, had perhaps reached the limit of its
development, as theretofore administered, unaided by large direct con
tribution from the judicial thought of nations other than England.
Alone, it was not sufficient to meet the needs of the rapid growth of
English commerce.33 The unelastic and somewhat meagre system of
the common law, hampered by the inbreeding of Coke and the
bias of judicial thought of the men of his tradition, quickened
with new life through the introduction of the foreign strains of equity
and the law merchant.34 Mansfield's solid achievement in framing the
commercial code of England, by incorporating the customs of merchants
into the jurisprudence of the country, is the more remarkable in a man
of his type, educated in the narrow, rigid, intensive school of the com
one

day

to pore over the

law, and descended, too, from noble Scottish ancestry, with

mon

�

an

aristocratic contempt for trade ;35 in a smaller man it might have been
accentuated by the reduced circumstances of his early family life.36 It
was

his breadth of view which made him, as has been remarked of
Justice Shaw, of Massachusetts, one of the greatest magistrates of

Chief

England, and lends corresponding weight to opinions of his in cases in
volving principles of law as important to the community as those of insur"

Campbell, Lives of the Chief Justices, Vol. Ill, p. 425.
Campbell, Lives of the Chief Justices, Vol. IV, p. 165, "No man qualified to
form an opinion upon the subject, can think that the common law of England,
as we find it in the old text books and reports, was a perfect code, adapted to the
wants of a civilized, commercial nation."
**
See a suggestive reference to this general theme in Pound, Justice According
to Law, Col. L. Review, Dec. 1913, p. 708, note 38.
35
Sometimes it had been thought necessary to point out that the plaintiff was
Sarsfield v. Wetherby, Carthew, 82, (1692).
a gentleman, not a merchant.
Campbell, Lives of the Chief Justices, Vol. Ill, pp. 392, 393, where Mansfield
is quoted as saying: "My father was a man of rank and fashion," and Camp
bell's slighting reference to the poverty of the Murrays; he related how the
future Lord Chief Justice rode a "wretched pony from Perth to London." But
see p. 433, ibid., where he speaks of Murray's talents and preparation for legal
work, "There had not hitherto appeared at the English Bar a young man so
well qualified to follow the law as a liberal profession."
M

�
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In the very beginning of his detailed treatment of Mansfield's
services, Lord Campbell takes up first his contributions to the

law of insurance.38
Continental treatises and codes, with the greater number of
was familiar,39 have been quoted as

Early

which it is certain Lord Mansfield

for the statement that wager policies of insurance, so called,
by the civil war. But there is no substantial agree
In fact, the
ment among these authorities upon the precise question.

authority
were not

enforced

Consolato del Mare, (Barcelona, 1494), the laws of Wisby and of the
Hanse Towns, and the laws of Oleron contain no reference to insur
ance.40 The Guidon de la Mer, (Bordeaux, 1647), defines insurance

discussing the exact meaning of
expression. Roccus, jurist
Naples, whose scholarly work on
Insurance is often cited, (Naples, 1655), says: "A wager of insurance
contract of

as a

indemnity,41

the

without

a

of

among merchants of any sum is valid like any other wager, when not
made on an improper consideration. For, if a wager have an honest
and lawful consideration,
where from the uncertainty or doubtfulness
�

of the event, one party may
valid, from the nature of the
a

wager to
"

".

deposit

the

gain and the other lose, the contract is
thing. It is lawful too for the parties to
pledges with a third person, that it may be paid

The strength of that great

�

judge lay

in

an

accurate

appreciation of the

requirements of the community, whose officer he was. Some, indeed many, Eng
lish judges could be named who have surpassed him in accurate technical knowl
edge, but few have lived who were his equals in their understanding of the
grounds of public policy to which all laws must ultimately be referred. It was this
which made him, in the language of the late Judge Curtis, the- greatest magis
trate which this country has produced." Holmes, The Common Law, 106.

"Campbell, Lives
flattering references

of the Chief Justices, Vol. Ill, 117.
See also Campbell's
to Mansfield's "immortal name," and his summary of the
defects of the Common Law at the time. "He" (Mansfield) formed a very
low, and I am afraid a very just estimate of the Common Law of England which
he was to adminster. This system was not at all badly adapted to the condition
of England in the Norman and early Plantagenet reigns, when it sprang up,
land being then the only property worth considering, and the wants of society
only requiring rules to be laid down by public authority for ascertaining the dif
ferent rights and interests arising out of land, and determining how they should
be enjoyed, alienated and transmitted from one generation to another. In the
reign of George II, England had grown into the greatest manufacturing and
commercial country in the world, while her jurisprudence had by no means been
expanded or developed in the same proportion. Mercantile questions were so
ignorantly treated when they came into Westminster Hall, that they were
usually settled by private arbitration among the merchants themselves "Ibid
'

108,

et

seq.

"The Rhodian Laws, the Consolato del Mare, the laws of
Oleron, the laws
of Wisby, the Ordonnance de la Marine, and Roccus, are cited bv MansfielH
in
"�=>neia in
the opinion in Luke v. Lyde, 2 Burr., 883, (1759).
Insurance
Select
in
"Vance,
Law,
Essays
Anglo-American History, Vol. 3, pp
98, 108, 109.
"Guidon de la Mer, Cleirac, Article 1.
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These wagers are frequent in Spain, under the
Apuestas."42 Emerigon,43 says a wager in the form of insur
ance resembles it
only in name ; Valin, in his definition of marine insur
There was, therefore, authority
ance, excludes a wagering policy.44
to the winner.

over

name

of

among the civil law writers for the proposition with which Lord Mans
field begins his great judgment in Carter v. Boehm : "First Insurance
�

is

a

contract upon

statement

quoted

is

speculation."45 Far from being mere dictum, the
simply fundamental ; upon it rests the structure of

Mansfield's argument.
insurance is a

tract of

of both

parties, and,

He then goes on to say that because the con
for speculation, good faith is required

contract

because

good

faith

was not

present

on

the part of

the insured, there could be no recovery in the particular case.46 It is
true that the insurance in Carter v. Boehm, while against the loss of

Fort

Marlborough,

in the East

but the discussion of the court
mon

to all

Indies,

was, in

proceeded

upon

a marine policy ;4T
general principles, com

form,

forms of the insurance contract.
HUGH

(To

be

J. FEGAN.

continued)

"Roccus, Manual of Maritime Law, tr. by J. R. Ingersoll, 1809, Phila., note
p. 13S. See also note 78, where Roccus speaks of good faith required in the

73,

contract of
*

insurance.

Boulay Paty's Emerigon, C. 1,

s. 2, it is said that the civilians describe
insurance as an "aleatory contract since the consideration which one party
receives is not the price of a thing which he gives but of a risk which he
agrees to take upon himself,"
(C. 1, s., 1)
"Vol. II, p. 26.
"
K. B., 1766, 3 Burr., 1905.
"
The ruling of Mansfield suggests the statement by Roccus, ante, p. 15 ; see
also C. J. Shaw, in King v. State Mut. Ins Co., 7 Cush., 1, 10.
"
"This was an insurance upon a policy underwritten by Mr. Charles Boehm,
of interest or no interest, without benefit of salvage." Carter v. Bohem, 3 Burr.,
1905, (opening lines of report of the case).

In
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TREASON IN ROMAN LAW.

legal language of the Romans, political crimes found two
designations. They were either "perduellio" or "crimen maiestatis
imrninutae," generally called "crimen maiestatis." These terms were
not synonymous, nor were they generally found existing side by side.
Perduellio is the term of the early Roman Law, whereas maiestas is
of much more recent origin and marks the latter development of the
Empire. The use of the two words is extremely significant. In Rome
we are able to trace from a very early date1 the beginnings of the law
of treason. At this period, therefore, the crime should present very
interesting features. The crime against the state must throw, in its
legal character, great light on the current conceptions of the nature of
In the

�

the state itself.

This is the

case

here.

Perduellio

means

literally

a

base

enemy;2

a

vile than the enemy himself could only be one devoid of the
virtues of the enemy; openness and frankness; a treacherous enemy

being

more

from within.

perduellio was, at the beginning, largely an
military power3 and very limited in scope; for the
the only way in which the state originally asserted

It is safe to assert that
offence

against

the

armed power was
its independent existence, and it is small wonder that the acts which
considered
power

as

as

attacks

it should be restricted to the

against

were

military

such.

It has been attempted above, to show how the term perduellio may
have come into use by a reference to crimes that it covered from an

etymological standpoint.4
than

acts of

mere

The

hostility

significance of
might in

which

the term

was

modern

days

much wider
be termed

rebellion.
"

Dion. 2,10:

�

Se TiS

i�c\tixOtirj

�njf irpoSoeruis, ov 6 "PayuJXos,
6v/jux KaT\&ovu>v Atos."

tov

tovtwv ti

Se aXovra

3

Tw

Stanyxxrro/ievos,
j3ou\o/xcvip

tvo^os tjv

KTtivtiv

t<u

wriov

v6fui>

rpr

<u?

Varro, De ling. L., 5.3: "(hostem) .turn, .dicebant peregrinum, qui suis
legibus uteretur; nunc dicimus eum quern turn dicebant perduellem." Festus,
Ep., p. 102. "hostis apud antiquos peregrinus dicebatur; qui nunc hostis
perduellio." Dig. 50, 16, 234: "Quos nos hostes appellamus, eos veteres perduelles, appellabant, per earn adjectionem indicantes, cum quibus bellum esset."
This passage finds no repetition in the Basilica).
Mommsen, Roem. Strafrecht, pp. 538-539.
Lange, Roemischer Altethuemer, I. p. 383; Koestlin, die Perduellio unter den
roemischen Koenigen.
.

*
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Like many

body

names

of

The

form.

common

it

specific crimes,

of acts all of which had

was

used to

was

designate a great
greatly varying

character but

a common

character

15

the attack in

some

form

other

or

on

of the state.5

the

integrity
striking example of such
use of word parricidium,

A

the

an

extension of terms is to be found in

murder of

a

father, for all aggravated

crimes other than treason.6
Perduellio has another feature which should be
Roman state of 'the time of the

kings

the criminal

emphasized.

jurisdiction

In the

seems to

have been divided into two parts : one dealing with crimes not directed
against the state primarily, in other words with crimes other than
�

treason ;
was

and the other with crimes of treason.7

originally

came

that of the

under the

ground.8

king himself,
imperium was treated

This latter

the
as

imperium.
perduellio,

jurisdiction
Any crime which

no

matter

on

what

It will be remembered that the murder of his sister

by

Horatius resulted in his conviction of this crime, although the only dis*
tinction between his act and a parricidium was that the killing was the
result of

an

unpatriotic

oration

on

the unfortunate damsel.

By taking

hands Horatius had usurped the prerogatives of
the king; and his act was that of a traitor, in consequence.9
Perduellio, then, is a crime which is intimately bound up with the

the law into his

own

legitimate form and representative.10 Any attack
him, is the distinguishing mark of the offence.
through
directly
This point will be significant in the historical growth of the idea of
crimen maiestatis, which in its later development was very nearly iden
tical with perduellio.
The crimen maiestatis was the term used in most of the period of the
Roman development of the law of treason. Maiestas means, according
to Mommsen,11 maior potestas (the greater power), and it is on this
idea of the state in its

on

it

or

"
Lange, Roem. Alt., I. p. 385. "Unter perduellio verstand man naemlich jede
Handlung durch die einzelner sich im Innern des Staates als Feind der bestehenden Staatsdnung erweis." Kuhlenbeck, Entwicklungs Geschichte des roemischen Rechts, L, p. 104: "Perduellio=Betaetigung feindseliger Gesinnung gegen

das Gemeinwesen."

'Kuhlenbeck,
schwere

Entwicklungen, I.,

buergerliche Verbrechen

p.

war

104:

allgememe Ausdruck fuer

"Der

parricidium

;

ein besonders Verbrechen

hier, wie so oft, allmaelich eine umfassende Bedeutung bekommen."
7
Ibid, p. 104 under (a) and (b).
'Ibid, p. 104. "Der Allgemeinbegriff fuer Verbrechen, die unter das imperium
fallen, 'ist perduellio."
'Ibid: "Die That des Horatius, die zugleich parricidium (Mord) war konnte
allerdings auch als perduellio aufgefast werden, sofern Horatius^ indem er
seine Schwester fuer eine unpatriotisches Benehmen toedete,
"Lange, Roem. Alt., p. 383, n. 5.
n
Mommsen, R. Strafrecht, p. 538, note 2.
hat

.

"
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origin as a legal conception. At the time
when the plebs gained recognition in the Roman state they felt it neces
sary to assert the position of their leaders as the equals of the patricians.
The plebiscita were not public law in the sense of the older order of the
government ; and consequently offences against them were not, strictly
speaking, perduelliones.12 A new term must be found to cover the
situation. This was done in the maiestas, which signified the exalted
station of the plebeian tribunes and the inviolability of the rights of the
plebs to a part in the government. As the representatives of this class
of the population became recognized as officers of the whole state, the
difference which existed between the conceptions of perduellio and
meaning

that he derives its

crimen maiestatis suffered important diminution and the terms became
in many connections synonymous.
Thus
on

we

have

the state

as

as

the

common

character of both these terms, an attack
were that were considered

What the various acts

such.

periods of Rome and how they were
length.
It has been stated that the antiquity of the crime of treason in Roman
law is very great. It is indeed one of the first of the legal phenomena
which meet us in the sources from which the beginnings of this law
are derived.
Thus we read in Dionysius that Romulus, be he fact or
fable, was concerned with its suppression.13
Then again we have in the above referred to the trial of Horatius an
such attacks

punished

during

the different

will hereafter be

example of prosecution
preserved to us.

set out at

for treason, in which the sentence14 itself is

In the law of the Twelve Tables the crime is

for Marcianus15 tells
any

one

who

betrayed

the statement that

by
ground.

now

Julia maiestatis

the lex

From the very earliest ages down

Empire,

the pages of

distinctly mentioned,

that the Twelve Tables threatened with death
a citizen to the enemy, and follows this recital

us

history

to

the

same

the entire

replete

are

covers

disintegration of the
with instances of this crime

"Mommsen. Strafrecht, pp. 538-539.
"Dion. 2, 10 (quoted supra).
"Livy, 1, 26, 5-6.: "Rex (Tullus)
-. 'Duumviros,' inquit, 'qui Horatio
perduellionem iudicent, secundum legem facio'. Lex horrendi carminis erat:
'Duumviri perduellionem iudicent: si a duumviris provocarit, provocatione
certato : si vincent, caput obnubito, infelici abori reste suspendito, verberato vel
"
intra pomerium vel extra pomerium.'
"Dig. 48, 4. 3, pr; "Lex duodecim tabularum iubet eum, qui hostem concitaverit
quive civem hosti tradiderit, capite puniri lex autem Julia maiestatis praecipit
eum, qui maiestatem publicam laeserit, teneri." Bas. 60, 36, 3, contains the same
.

passage.

�
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in the various forms which it took with the
changing conceptions of the
state. And, as will more clearly appear in the latter
pages of this essay,
modern

conception of the state must to a great extent be shadowed
legislation which gives and defines our crime of treason.
What these forms were in the period covered by the
history of the
Roman state, it is our immediate purpose to
investigate ; and we have
adopted the arrangement of Theodore Mommsen for this portion of the
exposition.
our

forth in the

He groups the various crimes d'Etat under six heads :16

I.

Criminal Relations with the

II.

Attacks

Enemy.

the Form of Government.

on

III.

Breaches of Duty
Priests.

IV.

Breaches of the Duty of. a Citizen

to

the State.

Breaches of Religious Duties

a

Citizen.

V.
VI.

Attacks

the

on

on

the Part of the Government Officials and

by

Representatives of

the State.

/. Criminal Relations with the

The crimes grouped under this head

trayal

of Roman

places
foreign

enemy, causing a
the ban of banishment.17

are:

Enemy,
desertion, rebellion, be

citizens to the enemy, alliance with the
power to declare war on Rome, and breaking
or

Of these the crime of desertion first demands
not

the desertion of the

mitted

by

a

citizen,

Roman state
a

to

not a

become

a

our

attention.

This is

military law exclusively, for it
soldier.18

may be com
It consists in the abandoning of the

member of

some

state not bound to

Rome

by

treaty.19
Thus it may be seen that a state of war was not necessary that this
might be committed. This is partly explained by the fact that

offence

those states not

actually

in alliance with Rome

were

treated

as

enemies.20

"

Mommsen, Strafrecht, p. 243.
Mommsen, Strafrecht, pp. 546-549.
aut qui exercitus deseruit vel privatus ad hostes per"Dig. 48, 4, 2, ".
fugit." Tacitus, Ann. 6, 14, Bas. 60, 36, 2.
"Dig. 49, 15, 19, 8, "Transfuga autem non is solus accipiendus est, qui ad
17

.

.

hostes in bello transfugit, sed et qui per indutiorum tempus aut ad eos, cum
nulla amicitia est, fide suscepta transfugit" Bas. 34, 1, 15.
quibus
"
Dig. 49, 15, 5, 2, holding that the jus postliminii attaches to persons captured
by nations which are at peace with Rome but with whom there is no treaty of
alliance.
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of Nations in those

days.

Rome

only world to which one might legitimately
regarded as one of the gravest that could be
committed against the state and generally was visited with the severest
punishments.21 It was treated as a perduellio in the later sense which
the word took.
This sense it has not been thought well to mention
and her allies

the

were

This crime

belong.

was

might

until this time, that the ideas of the earlier form of the crime
clearly distinguished from the crimen maiestatis.

be

passage of the Digest22 there is a distinction drawn between the
perduellio and the crime of majesty. There seems to have been a ten

In

a

dency

revive the

to

use

of the

term to cover

those acts which

were

the state in any other of its organs than the Emperor.
As the sanctity of this personage grew with the pagan conception of his
impending divinity and the Christian conviction of his heavenly au
directed

against

thority,

there

was more

and

more an

inclination to ascribe to him

a

purely personal and in excess of that of the state itself. The
state came to be regarded, at least from imperial standpoint, as a
creation for the Emperor who in no sense was an official and servant
of the state. This led to the separation of the ideas of a crime against
the Emperor and against the state. This was not true, however, of the
whole imperial period. It was indeed a mode of regarding the matter
of a very transitory nature. Nevertheless, it left its stamp on some of
the enactments preserved in the Corpus Juris, and must be taken into
account in a consideration of the subject.
sacredness

Rebellion consisted in the

community
citizenship.
treated

whose members
In the

having
Empire regarded
as

receding
were

Republican period

lost the status of
them

as

from the Roman state28 of any
privileges of Roman

admitted to the

the persons themselves

were not

citizens,24 although the law of the

deserters and treated25 them

however, any members remained loyal

to

the

cause

of

as

aDig. 49. 16. 7.; Dig. 49, 16, 5, 8.; Val. Max. 6, 7, 12.; Dig. 48
38.; Dig. 49, 16, 3, 10.
plane non quisque legis Juliae maiestatis
�Dig. 48, 4. 11.
"

If,

such.

Rome, they
'

19

were

8

2

'

and lex

"

reus est,
in eadem condicione est. sed qui perduellionis reus est, hostili animo adversus rem
animatus."
This
vel
distinction
publicam
principem
appears not to have been
very long maintained, for in the Basilica (60, 36, 12) there is a repetition of the
matter
with
this
in
same passage
omitted, although
the first scholium it is re
stated. This seems, however, an addition to the original doctrine of the
Byzan
tine enactment.
33
Dig. 4, 5, S. 1: ''Qui deficiunt, capite minuuntur (dificere autem dicuntur qui
ab his, quorum sub imperio sunt, desistunt et in hostium numerum se confernntl
'crunr,.
"Mommsen. Strafrecht, III, pp. 139, 328.
*
See Dig. 48, 4, 11.
,

.

.

"
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restored to the rights of citizens, as was the case with the three hundred
knights of Campania.26
Betrayal of Rome to her enemies forms the crime of "proditio."27
This notion has sometimes been held to be the treason proper of the
Romans.28 It was the crime which involved the betrayal of trust,
�

the idea of the

early English treason in its original form.29
The act which most frequently occurred under this head was the
delivery of some stronghold30 of the Romans to the enemy. But the
crime was complete if there was a betrayal of a Roman army31 or even
of

one citizen into the hands of the enemy.32
Alliance with the enemy consisted in any cooperation with, or help
to, the enemy in any manner or form33 not amounting to the betrayal set

forth above.
the actual

as

This might include the giving of information34 as well
furnishing of material aid, or hindering the capture of

the enemy. This crime found extension under the Empire. It
held to include at this time the giving of instruction in the art of

building to the barbarians.35
During one period of the Republic,
could be prosecuted as deserters.36

persons

guilty

was

ship

of this offence

"de trecentis equitibus Campanis qui in Scillia cum fide
"Livy, 23, 31, 10:
stipendiis emeritus Roman venerant, latum ad populum, ut cives Romani essent,
item uti municipes Cumani essent pridie quam populus Campanus a populo
.

.

Romano deficisset."
27
"Proditio" in Heumann's Handlexikon is equivalent to "Verrat."
38
Brissonius on "prodere." Also Dig. 47, IS, 1, pr. ; Dig. 48, 4, 1, pr. and 10;
Code. 9, 42, 3.
21
See supra.
30
Dig. 48, 4, 3: "(qui) arcem tenuerit aut castra concesserit." Thus Turpilius
Silanus, the commander of the village Vaga, was beheaded for delivering it to
Jugurtha : Plut., Mar. 8. Dig. 48, 4, 10 : "Maiestatis crimine accusari potest,
cuius ope consilio dolo malo provincia vel civitas hostibus prodita est."
31
Dig. 48, 4, 4: ". cujus dolo malo exercitus populi Romani in insidias
deductus hostibusve proditus erit."
quive civem hosti tradiderit."
"Dig. 48, 4, 3, pr:
"
Dig. 48, 4, 4: "Cujus opera dolo malo hostes populi Romani commeatu armis
telis equis pecunia aliave qua re adjuti erunt
cujus opera dolo malo factum
erit quo magis obsides pecunia jumenta hostibus populi Romani dentur adversus
.

"

...

.

....

publicam."
same provision is contained in the Basilica, 60. 36, 4, and 56, 1, 20. Code,
4, 41, prohibits the export of certain commodities and of arms particularly, as a
species of treason. So also Bas. 19, 1, 83-84. Dig. 39, 4, 11, prohibits the export
of iron, grain and salt to the enemy. Code, 4, 63, 2, forbids the export of gold.
34
Dig. 48, 4, 11, "qui hostibus populi Romani nuntium litterasve miserit sigrem

The

dederit, feceritve dolo malo, quo hostes populi Romani consilio juventur.
Bas. 60, 36, 1, contains the same doctrine.
Cod. Th. 9, 40, 24.; Code, 9, 47, 25, "His qui conficiendi naves incognitam ante

numve
.

.

35

.

peritiam barbaris tradiderunt, capitale supplicium proponi
60, 51, 40
Cic, Verr. 5, 62, 63, 64.
"

decernimus."

Bas.
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a
general head is the bringing about of
in
consist
This
some foreign power.37
might
Rome by alliance to withdraw from her ally.38

The next offence under this
war

between Rome and

inciting
In this

a

state bound to

case

however, there

must

be

clear distinction drawn between

a

only possible where
citizens, but the present

withdrawal from alliance and rebellion. Rebellion is
the

seceding

state

its members

or

were

Roman

crime presupposes no such condition and in this the difference lies.
Persons who interferred with the hostages at Rome were held guilty
of this offence, at least at the time of Justinian and later.39
It may be asked, and not without some reason, why the breaking of
the ban of banishment should be included in this group. The person
who thus dared to set foot on Roman soil after having suffered banish

regarded as an enemy ; and hence one who thus rendered him
self liable to this charge was considered to have joined forces, in a way,
with powers opposed to Rome.40
ment

was

//. Attacks

on

the Form

of

Government.

The conception of this crime seems to have taken form with the
triumph of the republican party and the consequent overthrow of the
monarchy. The oath which every citizen was bound to take never to
support a king or similar form of leadership41 was the first binding
obligation, of which we have a trace, imposing a duty to support the
existing form of government. Indeed so deeply had the people rebelled
against the oppression of the tyrants, that the greatest of all Romans
fell as a result of a fear that his hand might waver in refusing the
crown.
Thus under the early Republic, the patrician Republic, the
crime of attempting to revert to a monarchy was perduellio.42
When the plebs in turn gained recognition for their claims to a share
in the state business, they also exacted an oath43 and enacted the
plebeian constitution, which received the name of leges sacratae.44 This
constitution made the following fundamental provisions ; the barring
"Dig. 48, 4, 3, "Lex duodecim tabularum iubet eum, qui hostem concitaverit,"
Dig. 48, 4, 1, 1,
quo tenetur is, cuius opera dolo malo consilium
initum erit etc. ;" Paulus, 5, 29, 1 ; Asconius, In scaur, p. 21 ; Bar. 60,
36, 1.
"Dig. 48, 4, 4: "utve ex amicis hostes populi Romani riant;" etc.
"Dig. 48, 4, 1, 1: "cujus dolo malo consilium initum erit.," etc.
"Mommsen, Strafrecht, p. 549.
nLivy. 2, 1, 9, "Brutus
populum
jure" jurando adeigit neminem
Romae passuros regnare;" Plut- Pop. 11.
2, 8, 2; Dionysius, 5, 19; Plut, Pop. 11, 12.
"Livy,
**
Festus, p. 318 ; Livy, 3, 55, 6.
"
Mommsen, Strafrecht, p. 553.
etc.

"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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of the

patricians from the office of tribune;45 the inviolability of the
47
right of intercessio of the tribune and the freedom of
of
the
tribune.48
This
oath
which
was
speech
prescribed bound the
taker to support these principles and any attack on them was treated
like the attempt to change the form of government back to the mon
archy.49
These fundamental principles, as well as those of an earlier date, were,
of course, all swept away by the changes which the political form of
the state underwent immediately after the downfall of Julius Caesar;
and in their place arose the Imperial laws which must secure the throne
of Augustus against all aggressors. The law of the Empire, as may
well be imagined, was of a much more rigorous and oppressive form in
its attempt to fasten the form of government, which it was designed to
protect, upon the people. The gravest offence of this nature was the
attempt to deprive the Emperor of his office, whether by establishing a
republican form of government or by substituting some one else to fill
his place.60
tribune j46 the

///. Breaches

The

of Duty

theory,

on

on

the Part

of

which such crimes

dignity of the state's organs
of the state threatened.61

was

Government O fficials and Priests.
were

based,

impaired,

and

was

that

thereby

by

them the

the existence

This crime appears in all the stages of the Roman state first
duellio and then as crimen maiestatis.

as

per

That priests were included with public officials was not strange, if one
remembers that the pagan priest was a very important public function
state and holding
ary and was considered as having special duties to the

position of grave trust.
The specific acts which were considered
the following:
from it

a

as

offences of this kind

were

cons., 19, 46; Pro sest., 7, 16.; Livy, 5, 11, 3.
*"Cic, pro Tullio, 47: "(lex antiqua) de legibus sacratis, quae jubeat impune
occtdi eum qui tribunum plebis pulsaverit."
"Mommsen, Id., p. 463.
"
Mommsen, Id., p. 563, note 5.
"Mommsen, Id., p. 553.
"
Tacitus, Ann., 12, 42 : "imperium cupere."
"Seneca, Contra., 92. 17: "lex (maiestatis) quid oporteat quaerit, alia quid
Licet ire in lupanar; si procedentibus fascibus praetor deducitur in
liceat
licet quaquis velit veste uti ; si praetor ius in
lupanar, maiestatem laedet
veste servili vel mulierbri disserit, violabit maiestatem."

"Cic, de prov.

....
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The failure of

an

official to respect

command of

a

a

higher officer,

or

one of even equal rank, to end some part of his activities, although this
exercise might be fully within the scope of his ordinary authority.62

This
of

peculiar system

equal importance

fain hold that

of

is

a

the organs of government by organs
startling phenomenon to one who would

checking
rather

American checks and balances

our

were

autochthonous

institutions.

This check which

imposed

a

duty might

cessio of the tribune,53 in which
maiestatis

or

of

a

general

its violation constituted crimen

case

interdict called

This crime could also be committed
rules of the comitia

by

its officials.55

of the rules established for the

One official of the Roman
this

was

portant

the governor of

one

a

take the form of the inter-

by

justitium.84
the violation of

The

military

same was

of the

breaches

and other officials.66

state deserves to

province,

some

true of

have

whose office

from the extent of his powers, which

a

separate

was an

were

treatment

:

im

extremely
by very

restricted

This is partly due, no doubt, to the fact that the power of
always lay with the army. Where the sword was, many times
determined the position of the government itself. It will be also re
membered that in the Roman state it was nearly always necessary to
hold the provinces by military power. This meant that the governor
of the provinces was generally a military leader and often a powerful
one.
It was consequently deemed important to provide that there

rigid

rules.

Rome

should be

no

abuse of this

important

power,

on

the part of the holder

thereof.
lead the troops entrusted to his care outside of the
limits of his province was crimen maiestatis on the part of the governor.

For instance,

to

Thus, in the year

54 B.

C, Gabinius, governor of Syria,

cuted for this crime because he led

an

expedition

into

was

Egypt

prose

without

orders.67
Mommsen, Id., pp. 463, 552, note 4.
See "justitium" as denned by Brissonius in his De verborum significatione.
See also Plut., Tib. Gracchus, 10.
"Mommsen, Id., p. 552, note 4.
M
Livy, 7, 41, 4. : "lex sacrata militaris lata est, ne cujus militis scripti nomen
nisi ipso volente de deleretur additumque legi, ne quis ubi tribunus militum
fuisset,
postea ordinum ductor esset."
1,7
Cic, In. Pis., 21, SO: "Exire de proyincia, educere exercitum, bellum sua
sponte gerere in regnum injussu populi Romani, aut senatus accedere cum
plurimae leges verteres turn lex Cornelia maiestatis, Julia de repetandis planissime
**

vetat."
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Again if a governor remained
arrived, or refused to relinquish to
conduct
The
mitted

was

province after his

was

successor

him the command of the troops, his

treasonable.58

raising of troops without authorization received,
by a provincial governor, was an added gravity.59

For such
tion

in the

23

an

official to wage

an

offensive

war

when

com

without due authoriza

likewise treasonous.60

punish an offender against the laws, which was looked
appropriation of the prerogative of pardon and reminds one
upon
of
a like offence in English law, was also treated as crimen
strikingly
The failure

to

as an

maiestatis.61

Empire, in the days of its most absolute power, if a gov
province gave his name to some public work that was being
undertaken a bridge or aqueduct, let us suppose instead of that of
the Emperor, he was punished.62
This completes the lists of crime confined to the provincial governor,
Under the

ernor

of

a

�

�

and

we now

turn our

attention

once more

to the

general official

Should any official make a false entry in a public record, he
dishonor on his office and was guilty of treason.63

field.

brought

Also the failure of any official to perform the religious duties attached
office, as the consulting of the Augurs,64 was treasonable.

to his

Let

us now

turn

our

attention for

a

brief space to the consideration

priest, breach of which would open the culprit to
of treason. In the arrangement of the Roman government,

of the duties of the

the

a

charge
although the priest held a quasi-public position, he was, nevertheless,
amenable only to the head of the priestly order, the pontifex maximus ;
he had supreme power over the disposition of the crimes committed by
his

underlings and

criminal

law,

and

this took these offences out of the domain of

relegated

M

them to the rather

Dig. 48, 4, 2 : "Qui de provincia cum ei
Dig. 48, 4, 3 : "Qui cum ei in provincia
non

successum
successum

shadowy

general

confines of the

."
esset, non discessit.
esset, exercitum successori
.

.

tradidit."

"Dig 48, 4, 3, "(qui injussu principis) dilectum habuerit, exercitum comparavit.';" Paul., S, 29, 1.
"Mommsen, St. R. Ill, 342.
Dig. 48, 4, 4: "qui confessum in judicio reum et propter hoc in vinculo conjectum emiserit."
"Dig. SO, 10, 3, 2 and 1, 4: "Inscribi autem nomen operi publico alterus quam
principis aut eius, cuius pecunius id opus factum sit, non licet. Nec praesidis
quidem nomen licebit superscribere. ;" lubrunus militum fuisset, postea Code, 8,
11, 10. "Si qui iudices perfecto publicis pecunis opera suum nomen sine nostri
numinis mentione scripserint, maiestatis teneatur obnoxii."
M
Dig. 48, 4, 2 : "qui sciens falsum conscripserit vel recitaverit in tabulis
�

publicis."

"Cic. de Leg. 2, 8, 21.
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college of priests. That our knowledge of these offences does
extend far beyond the fact that they existed, is not to be wondered

rule* of
not

JOURNAL.

a

at.68
Before
must not

leaving the subject of breaches of official duty, one particular
be omitted, for it has been perpetuated in most of the criminal

systems founded on the Roman. This is the treatment, as treason, of
the default66 of any one who has received a special commission from the
state to perform for it some office of trust, which ipso facto does not
make the

recipient

thereof

officer.

an

This

might

take

private individual had been entrusted to carry on some
the state, as the settlement of a boundary or the like.
IV. Breaches

It will

immediately

be

of Duty of
seen

a

that here

where

place

a

for

negotiation

Citizen to the State.

we

have

an

groups of offences. All citizens whether official
fulfill their obligations to the state. They are all

overlapping of

or

not

are

two

bound to

equally citizens, and
judge or governor are equally the duties of citizens.
these latter, specially positioned citizens, certain rules

the duties of the
In the
were

of

case

developed,

due to the enhanced sacredness of their trust

as com

pared with

that of the average citizen ; and many were the acts, as we
have seen, which, when committed by an official, received in the eyes
of the state, an added malice and were visited with heavy retribution.
In the

of the

case

take

the

readily
and consequently
gression

ere

private citizen, however, his acts
quality of an attack on the existence

There were, however, certain sacred duties
which

could not

so

of the state;
we find with him a far
greater latitude allowed trans
it falls within the domain of treason.
on

by

private

citizen

treated

to the state a

breach of

this crime.

First among
these duties is to serve the state as a soldier.67 This duty
might be
breached by keeping one's name off the lists68 of available
military
material,68 or by the avoiding a levy of troops,70 also by desertion from
even

a

Strafrecht, pp. SS9
"Mommsen,
"
Val. Max. 6, 1, 11. ; Livy 25, 3
"
"

was

as

et seq.

Mommsen, Id., p. 561.
Mommsen, Id., p. 378, note 3.

"If such a law had been in force in Connecticut, there would have been
need for the recent legislation of 1917 on this subject.
K
Mommsen, Id., p. 378, notes 1 and 3.

no
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the

army71 (whether

attempts

at

Another

suicide

in action72

or to

or

not),

and

by insubordination, and by
camp.73
nature, was that of abstaining

scale the walls of the

imperative in its
against the state.74 Offences involving a failure to
perform this duty were committed by an assembly of persons refusing
to obey the officials.76
During the Republic the offence took the form
of disturbance in the assembly presided over by the tribune.78 If the
seditious gathering was held at night,77 or attempted to fortify its
purpose with an oath78 or by the carrying of arms, the offence was
greatly aggravated.79
Other breaches of civil duties were : the usurpation of the powers of
an official by a person not thereunto entitled,80 the distribution of certain
classes of defamatory writings;81 these and the violation of certain
duties of a husband towards his wife or child and also of those arising
out of the relation of patron and client were treated at an early date as
crimes of such an aggravated nature as to come under the head of
perduellio.82
After the passage of the agrarian law the refusal of a subject to take
oath to support its provisions was punishable with death.83
To hold an unpatriotic oration was also a crime against the state,
although it attacked no particular person as leader thereof.84

duty,

most

from all sedition

"

71

;
Dig. 48, 4, 3 : "quive imperium exercitumve populi Romani deserverit :
capitali
Code, 12, 45, 1 : "Si quis forte desertorem agro tectoque susceperit
supplico subjugetur, ..."
"Dig. 48, 4, 3: "Qualis est ille, (maiestatem publicam laeserit) qui in bellis
.

.

....

cesserit."
n
Dig. 49, 16, 6, 7 : "Qui se vulneravit vel alia mortem sibi conscivit, imperator
Hadrianus rescripsit, ut modus eius rei statutus sit, uf, si impatientia doloris aut
taedio vitae aut morbo aut furore aut pudore mori maluit, non animavertatur
in eum, sed ignominia mittatur, si nihil tale praetendat capite puniatur;" Dig. 49,
16, 317: "Nec non et si vallum quis transcendat aut per murum castra in-

grediatur, capite punitur."
"Momm. D. P. R. II.

�

p. 263.

1 : "Maiestatis crimine
tenetur
is cuius opera, dolo
malo consilium initum erit
quo coetus conventusve fiat hominesve ad seditionem convocentur."
"Dion., 7, 17; Cic, Pro Sest., 37, 79.
"Cic. de 1. agr., 25, 12; Livy, 2, 28, 1 ; Livy 3, 48, 1; Livy 39, 15, 12.
nDig. 48, 4, 4: "cuiusque dolo malo iureiurando quis ad actus est, quo adversus

Dig. 48, 4,

....

.

.

....

.

publicam faciat."
aut consilia, ut coniurationes
Dig. 48, 19, 16, pr. : "punitur
Dig. 48, 4, 1, 1 : "quo armati homines cum telis lapidibusve in urbe sint conveniantve adversus rem publicam locave occupentur vel templa."
80
Dig. 48, 4, 3 : "quive privatus pro postestate magistratuve quid sciens dolo
malo gesserit
*
Mommsen, Strafrecht, p. 565.
2, 10.
"Dion.,
"
Lex. Agraria, B runs, Pontes juris, Ed. 1909., p. 73.
"Appianus, c. 212; Mommsen, St. R. Ill, 362.
rem

.

71

"

.

.

.

.

.
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V. Breaches

JOURNAL.

of Religious Duties by

a

Citizen.

In the Roman state, as in all primitive societies, the ideas and institu
tions of religion were often confused with, and in some cases treated as
though they were, emanations of the state itself. In pagan Rome this

particularly

was

some traces

although

so,

of the

same

the Christian

era

did not fail to show

thing.

From the earliest times

we

find the Roman

people asserting

that their

is under the protection of certain deities. Most of the government
functions were likewise religious ceremonies, participation in which
Not only the officials of the state's gov
was obligatory on the citizen.

state

ernment, but also the priests of the state's religion must be accepted by
the people without question. We have seen this similarity of treat
ment

in

that it

a

previous

was

himself

was

carried
the

section of this essay, and we must also bear in mind
so far in the earliest days of Rome that the king

high priest, the pontifex maximus.
religious duties which were considered

Those violations of
in the earliest times
of the

were

and the violation of sacred

Sibylline books,88

the ceremonies which

treasonous

the unauthorized disclosure of the contents
be attended and

must

places.88 Among
participated in, some ex

amples are left to us. For instance, after the murder of Caesar, he was
deified; and to fail to keep his birthday was punishable with capital
punishment.81 Then, again, from before the Christian era in some parts
of the Roman state, and after it throughout its whole territory, sacri
fice to the pagan gods was obligatory on all. This was largely a measure

directed

against Christianity,

and

was

continued

during

the

persecutions

down to the time of Diocletian and Constantine.88

This treatment of
own.

It

was

some

the denial of the

tempt for them which brought
the

punishment of

Strange
penalties

was not,
however, characteristic of the
of the other religions differing from her

Christianity

attitude of Rome towards

reality
on

of the Roman

gods

and the

the head of Christian and

con

Jew alike,

treason.

when Rome became

Christian, although subsequently
imposed by the state for the offences against the
Christian church, there took place a separation between the two institu
tions which ipso facto rendered attacks on the latter not treasonous.89
to say

severe

were

"Val. Max. 1, 1, 13.
**

Festus, p. 344.
Mommsen, Strafrecht,
Mommsen, Id., p. 568.
"
Mommsen, Id., p. 599.
"

"

pp.

568-569.
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on

the
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Representative of

the State.

In this connection it may be well to notice that the representatives of
the state included all those officials which at one time or another held

positions

of

leadership among the

tribune and all other officers who

Roman
were

people : thus

were

included the

inviolable.

any attack on such a leader or representative,
private citizen would render the aggressor liable to
a criminal prosecution for murder or a
private action for injuria, was
treated as a crime against the state,
as treason.90
Therefore, as the gravest of all such crimes, the murder of an official
of the Roman people, whether actually consummated or only attempted,
was treated as perduellio.91
The position which the official held was a
matter of little import.
The important thing was that he was a part of

Generally speaking,

which if he

were a

�

the Roman state and inviolable.92

Republican period the official to first claim our attention as
possessing this last-named quality was, of course, the tribune. It was
for him that his sacredness was most insistently claimed and rigorously
asserted by the triumphant plebs.93 In the period preceding, however,
In the

the consul and quaestor had been claimed

as

inviolable.94

Besides the tribune, the aediles of the plebs and the decemviri were
also surrounded by this protection,95 and attack upon them was treason
equally with that committed against higher officials.
As the custodian of the tribune's power the Emperor was also in
violable, although in the law setting forth crimen maiestatis his murder

specifically mentioned.96
Violence, falling short of murder or its attempt, directed against any
of these officials either of the Republican or Imperial epoch, was
equally classed as crimen maiestatis.97
Under the Empire these injuries received a wide extension from the
original limits set during the Republic. It was in this respect that the
is

not

"

Mommsen, Id., p. S80.
"Dion. 4, 42; Dig. 48, 4, 1, 1 : "cuius opera consilia malo consilium initum
erit, quo quis magistratus populi Romani quive imperium potestatem habet
occidatur."
"

Mommsen, Id., p. 581.
Cicero, pro Tullio, 47.
Mommsen, Id., p. 581.
"
Mommsen, St. R. II. 472.
**
Tacitus, Ann., 6, 8 "insidiae in rem publicam, consilia caedis adversum
imperatorem punitur."
"Cicero, pro Tullio, 47; Mommsen, St. R. II, 286, 298.: Quintilian, 5, 8, 39,
"injuriam fecisti, sed quia magistrati, maiestatis actio est."
**

M
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Emperors became oppressive. The acts that were
as insults by a jealous tyrant could be multiplied as his whim

treason law

considered

occasions the abuse of this power grew to such
This abuse was,
monstrous extent that civil war was imminent.98

moved
a

of the

him, and

on some

however, reprimanded by the jurists; and the saner-minded Emperors
took care not to carry it beyond reason.99
Those acts which were generally held to be injuries of this particular
character in the Imperial period are as follows :
The carrying of the insignia of the Emperor was considered as a
refusal to submit to the Imperial government and treated as treason.
Thus the wearing of a purple garment of the cut and shade reserved
for the Imperial person was forbidden by law under the pain of laesa
maiestas.100

Again, the consulting of the oracles about the future when the
question related to the succession of the Emperors or the Imperial
family, was treasonable.101
Insults offered to the

of the

Emperor were also held to be
prohibition of law.102
The refusal to swear by the family of the Emperor was considered as
a breach of the religious duties ; but it might also be treated as an insult
to the Emperor himself, therefore meriting a far severer penalty than
injuries

to

him,

and

as

image

such

came

under the

that of the first-mentioned crime.103
not

strange, for it

was

That this should be

customary among the Romans

living person and thereby show subservience to him.
case when a slave swore by the name of his master.104

so

treated is

to swear

This

by

was

a

the

**

Seneca, de benef., 3, 26 and 27 : "Sub Tiberio Caesare fuit accusandi frequens
publico rabies, quae omn> ivili bello gravius togatam civitatem confecti :
ebrioru, sermones, simplicitas jocantium."
excipiebantur
**
Dig. 48, 4, 7, 3, "Hoc tamen crimen iudicibus non in occasione ob principalis
nec lubricium linguae
maiestatis venerationem habendum est in veritate:
ad poenam facile trahendum est. ;" Code, 9, 7, 1, "Si quis modestiae nescius et
pudoris ignarus improbo petulantique maledicto nomina nostra crediderit lacessanda ac temulentia turbulentus obtrectator temporum fuerit, eum poenae
nolumus subiugari neque durum aliquid necasperum sustinere, quoniam, si id ex
levitate processit contemnendum est si ex insania, miseratione digissimum, si ab
et paene

....

iniuria remittendum
�Code, 11, 9, 4.

.

.

."

Ann. 12, 22., 16. 30 & 31.
consulto cavetur, ne quis imaginem imperatoribus in
invidiam alterius porteat : et qui contra fecerit, in vincula publica mittetur. :" Dig.
48, 19, 28, 7, "Ad statuas confugere vel imagines principium (in iniuriam
del Mommsen) prohibitium est"
1M
Mommsen, Strafrecht, p. 585 (d)
104
Mommsen, St. R. II, 809.
101

Paul, 5, 29, 3; Tacitus,
1<aDig. 47, 10, 38, "senatus
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false oath, using the name of the Emperor, or to fail to
oath was treated as crimen maiestatis, also.105

the

of the

Emperor as distinguished from the other
people, was the protection thrown around his
person extended to his family. This was probably due to his impending
deification.
Consequently offences against the Imperial family were
case

leaders of the Roman

held to be treason.106

family

was

liable to

Thus

violating any of the
for crimen maiestatis.

one

prosecution

women

of his

This

completes our enumeration of the acts which at one period or
throughout the great progress of legal, social, political and
religious development of Rome were held to be treasonous.

another

Before

leaving

this great system it will be highly desirable to pass
punishments which were imposed on those

in brief review the various

found

guilty

of treason under the Roman Law.

VII. The Punishment

of

Treason in Roman Law.

"Lex Julia maiestatis, quae in eos, qui contra imperatorem vel rem
publicam aliquid moliti sunt suum vigorem extendit. Cuius poena animae
amissionem sustinet et memoria rei et post mortem damnatur."107
This is the institutional statement of the law at the time of Justinian.
Death with forfeiture of property108 and cursing of memory, was the

punishment for the crime after the passage of the Lex Julia.109 This
not always so. True, with some exceptions, punishment was gen
erally capital : but capital punishment in the Roman sense had a differ
ent meaning than we generally attach to it. Thus capital punishment
signified at this Imperial period, and before, a penalty which affects
the "caput" not physically but legally. "Capitis deminutio maxima" or
"minor," when brought about as a punishment for crime, was capital
punishment to the Roman. This idea is somewhat foreign to us, but it
has some counterparts in modern criminal law, as with the loss of
was

10*

Dig. 12, 2, 136, "Si quis juraverit in re pecuniar ia per genium principis dare
oportere et pejuraverit vel dari sibi oportere vel intra certum tempus
juraverit se soluturum nec solvit, imperator noster cum patre rescripsit fustibus
eum castigandum dimitti debere et ita ei superdici ;" Code, 4, 1, 2, "Jurisiurandi
Periculum autem corporis vel
contempta religio satis deum ultorem habet.
se

non

secundum constituta divorum parentum meorum, etsi per
venerationem quodam colore fuerit perperiuratum inferri non placet."
Tacitus, Ann.. 3, 24.
107
Inst. 4. 18, 3.
Dig. 48, 4, 11: ".
extinguitur enim crimen maiestatis nisi forte quis
maiestatis reus fuit : nam hoc crimene nisi a successoribus purgetur hereditas

maiestatis crimen

principis

.

.

.

fisco vindicatur."

"�Tacitus, Ann., 3, 50; Tacitus, Ann., 3, 38, and 4, 42.
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In the
"Ehre" under the German system, as a punishment for crime.110
of
definition
capital pun
Justinianean Institutes we find a very concise
and
this
enactment,
to
ishment.111 Let us review the development prior
follow it

to

its conclusion.

The

itself.

punishment of treason is as old as the crime of treason
early decemviral procedure with its appeal (provocatio) to the people
The

could result in

a

death sentence,

as

shown in the

case

of Horatius.112

During the Republic or at least the last days thereof, however, the Sullan
quaestiones or criminal committees had no power to inflict the extreme
penalty; and consequently for all practical purposes death was elimi
nated from the list of punishments. It was gradually revived under the
emperors and became again the usual penalty for this crime with
Septimius Servius.113 It was retained down to the end of Roman Law
as

such.114
The

deprivation

of the

for the criminal

ing
perduellio

right

were

prohibition of mourn
accompaniments of the crime of

of burial and the

the usual

original or later form.115
goods of the traitor is a punishment found in
modern
many
systems, and was formerly part of our English Law. It
will be interesting to find its origin in the Roman Law, and thereby dis
cover the reason why most all systems have set this penalty aside as a
distinguishing mark of the crime of treason.
in

either its

Confiscation of the

It will be remembered that the best title to all kinds of property

came

by conquest of the enemy.116 The property of the vanquished hostis
belonged absolutely to the state or the individual. Now, as has been
explained,117 perduellio meant originally an act which resulted in the
degradation of the culprit to the position of an enemy of the worst kind.
extended to his property, and it was held to become that
of the state, not only with his conviction but from the very moment of
the crime's commission. Any transfers or dispositions made, therefore,
This idea

was

after the act of

perduellio

concerned

even

even

110

the

;

and

discovery

were

absolutely

void

as

far

as

the death of the accused before his

of his

act was no

the state

was

conviction,

bar to trial and prosecution

as

or

far

St. G. B. par. 32: "Neben der Todesstrafe und der Zuchthausstrafe kann
der Verlust der buergerlichen Ehrenrechte erkannt werden."
American
Statutes provide for loss of civil rights in case of crime also
111
Inst 4, 18, 2. Comp. Inst., 1, 16.
,1!Livy,
1, 26, 5-6.
113
Mommsen, Strafrecht, pp. 598-599.
See Bas., 60, 36. 3.
"'Dig. 3, 2, 1, 3, and Dig. 31, 76, 9.
ut
Maine, Ancient Law, p. 239, 4th Am. Ed.
117
See supra.

auf
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as

his property

concerned.

was

As above stated, this

of the death

the usual
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punishment was
capital penalty for the crime

accompaniment
perduellio ; and it was continued to the latest times.118
Deportation and banishment were introduced by the Lex Cornelia,
which was followed by the Lex Julia.
These enactments imposing
banishment were capital in their sanction in the sense above explained,
and also in that they threatened with death the breach of the ban it was
or

of

their purpose to create.119

The

punishment imposed

on

groups of individuals is treated else

where.120
In conclusion it

only

remains to notice that with the Romans the

descendants of the traitor

himself.121

period

This

seems

to

were

punished as well as the culprit
development of the Imperial
earlier epochs.
often

have been

and it is not found in the

a

Thomas R.

Bas. 60, 36, 3.

Mommsen, Id.,

p.

592.

See supra.

Mommsen, St. R. 1,

p. 493.

Robinson, D. C. L.
Of the New Haven Bar.
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REMOVAL FROM ONE FEDERAL DISTRICT TO
ANOTHER OF PERSONS CHARGED
WITH CRIME.
A violation of the criminal laws of the United States is

against

the

of Maine

an

offense

sovereignty whether the act be committed in the State
in the State of Oregon. If the trial for such a crime be

same

or

Maine, a witness residing in Oregon may be required by sub
issued
poena
by the trial court to attend and testify before it. If a
commit
a crime against the United States in the State of Maine
person
held in

and is there indicted for the crime, but flees to Oregon, it might reason
ably be supposed at the present time that a warrant issued by the fed
eral court in Maine would

forthwith

bring

run

to

the United States marshal in

might

arrest

But such is far from the fact.
titled to

Oregon,

the accused upon that warrant and
him to Maine for trial.

and that the latter

In such

a

case

the accused is

en

in the State

preliminary hearing by committing magistrate
Oregon. If he be held for trial in Maine, he may delay his removal
to that State for a period of from six months to a year by applying for
the writ of habeas corpus and appealing to the Supreme Court of the
United States. And if the effort be to remove him from Brooklyn (in
the Eastern district of New York) to Manhattan (in the Southern dis
trict) for trial on a similar charge, the same precedure must be followed
and the same delay may ensue.
a

a

of

7. The Statutes.
Section 33 of the

provides

Judiciary

that for any crime

Act of
or

September 24, 1789 (1 Stat. L 91)
against the United States the

offense

offender may

by any justice or judge of the United States or any
committing magistrate be arrested and imprisoned, or bailed, for trial
before such court of the United States as by law has cognizance of the
offense.

Where the offender is committed in any district other than
that where the offense is to be tried, it shall be the duty of the judge
of the district where the offender is imprisoned to issue to the marshal
a warrant for the former's removal to the district where the trial is to-

be had.

The committing magistrate has power to take bail from the
accused for his appearance before the proper court, in which event a
warrant of removal is not necessary.

REMOVAL FROM ONE FEDERAL DISTRICT TO ANOTHER
OF PERSONS CHARGED WITH CRIME.
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This section has been carried forward into the Revised Statutes

practically without change as sections 1014 and 1015. From
ha9 been the only law under which a person who has committed
in

one

place

1789 it

crime

a

federal district and fled to another may be removed to the proper
for trial.
//. The Procedure.

Under this statute it is

not

necessary that

an

indictment be first found

before the offender may be arrested. Green v. Henkel, 183 U. S. 249,
when there is no indictment the accused is arrested upon complaint duly
sworn to, and the facts are proved by witnesses in the usual way before

committing magistrate. However, this involves the expense of bring
ing the witnesses to the place of the hearing, which is sometimes very

a

great.
The usual

course

either before the

is to obtain

arrest

an

indictment in the proper district,
or before the formal hearing.

of the accused

hearing is generally held by the United States commissioner,
though in some few instances a district judge has acted as committing
magistrate.
When the indictment is thus obtained, a bench warrant is issued by
the court in which it is found, and is promptly returned by the marshal
of that district "not found." Thereupon duly certified copies of the

This

indictment and bench warrant

accused is found.
missioner and

Complaint

sworn to

either

are

forwarded to the district where the

is made before

by

the officer

a

United States

having knowledge

com

of the

assistant United States attorney, who makes his com
plaint upon belief derived from the information contained in the indict
ment and bench warrant. The commissioner thereupon issues his war

case, or

by

an

brought before the
hearing the Govern
identity is admitted, and

rant for the arrest of the accused. The latter is then

At this

given a formal hearing.
identity of the accused, unless
rests after introducing the certified copy of the indictment and bench
warrant in evidence.
Usually the accused offers no evidence. How
show that there is
ever, if he so desires, he may give evidence tending to
of
the
offense
no probable cause to believe him guilty
charged.
Even if the accused should offer substantial evidence on this point,
the indictment itself is evidence of probable cause and it is for the
Ordi
commissioner to determine between the conflicting evidence.
narily, if the indictment in substance states a crime, he will not pass on
commissioner and
ment proves the

the conflict but hold that this is sufficient.

When the commissioner has

34
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reached this conclusion, the accused may, and frequently does, give
bond for his appearance before the proper court at the time appointed.
When the bond is given in this way it ends the removal proceeding, ex
cept in those few cases, hereafter mentioned, where the surety sur

renders the accused and seeks exoneration

on

the bond.

to fight removal either in the hope that he may
for the purpose of delaying it, he applies for a
writ of habeas corpus, alleging that he is detained without due process
of law and in violation of the Constitution. Usually he asks for a writ
of certiorari requiring the commissioner to give up the record and evi

If the accused intends

defeat it

altogether

dence before him.
asks the district
accused
to the

to

or

At the time these

judge

for

a

warrant

petitions are heard the Government
directing the marshal to remove the

the proper district for trial. No additional evidence is offered
judge. If the record shows that there was some evidence

district

probable cause, the district
discharges the writ of habeas
The accused, if he is seeking delay appeals to the Supreme
corpus.
Court of the United States. That court has in but one case granted a
writ of habeas corpus in cases of this character. See Tinsley v. Treat,
205 U. S. 20. And in that case the accused was subsequently removed
to the proper district for trial, though he escaped trial because the in
dictment was quashed on technical grounds.
See United States v.
Virginia-Carolina- Chemical Co., 163 Fed. Rep. 66.
before the commissioner

judge

issues

a

warrant

tending

777. Questions
A

A certified

to

show

of removal and

Arising

on

Removal.

copy of the indictment and bench

warrant is

sufficient

evidence to

justify a finding of probable cause.
This practice was followed apparently from the beginning. See in
teresting opinions in the early cases of In re Alexander, 1 Lowell, 530
(1871), and United States v. Haskins, 3 Sawyer, 266 (1875).
This question did not reach the Supreme Court until 1901, in the
celebrated case of Greene and Gaynor, arising out of the frauds in con
nection with the improvement of Savannah Harbor. Greene and Gaynor
were indicted in Georgia on a charge of
conspiring to defraud the
United States, and arrested in New York City. The government relied
entirely upon the indictment and the commissioner refused to permit
the accused to give evidence tending to show lack of probable cause.
The district

judge

held that this

the commissioner for the

receipt

was

error

and sent the

of further evidence.

case

back

Thereupon

to

the
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the accused

produced a large amount of oral
probable cause. The commissioner again
held the accused for trial. They appealed to the Supreme Court on
habeas corpus where it was clearly intimated that the indictment was
sufficient evidence of probable cause. Greene v. Henkel, 183 U. S. 249.

testimony

as

the

on

In the later
year

as

subject

case

of Beavers

consumed in

was

the court settled this

prima facie

of

Henkel,

v.

194 U. S.

73, where nearly

Beavers from Manhattan to

removing
question holding

evidence of the existence of

infamous crimes did not

require

once

Brooklyn,

that the indictment is at least

probable

Brewer held that the Fifth Amendment

"The Government

a

cause.

providing
such inquiries

Mr.

Justice

for indictment in

adjudications.
having
obtained an adjudication by
probable cause, ought to be able without further litigation concerning
that fact to bring the party charged into court for trial" (84).
Since this decision it has been the practice of the Government to rely
entirely upon the copy of the indictment.
B
The accused is entitled to give evidence to show lack of probable
two

or

satisfied the provision for an inquiry and
the proper tribunal of the existence of

cause.

This

was

the

holding

of District

Judge

Brown in the Greene and

Greene, 100 Fed. 941. The question
Gaynor
was not specifically passed upon by the Supreme Court in Greene v.
Henkel, 183 U. S. supra. However, in Tinsley v. Treat, 205 U. S. 20,
the Supreme Court expressly held that the indictment is not conclusive
evidence of probable cause, and reversed the decision, because the ac
cused had not been permitted to give evidence tending to show lack of
probable cause.
This has been followed in Witte v. Shelton, 240 Fed. Rep. 262, and
Hastings v. Murche, 219 Fed. Rep. 83.
case.

United States

v.

give evidence is of but little
between the indictment
conflict
always
practical value.
It is the duty of the
accused.
the
introduced
evidence
and the oral
by
If there is sub
evidence.
a
of
conflict
not
to
commissioner
pass upon
However, the right of the accused
exists

There

stantial evidence

tending

to show the

to

a

guilt

of the accused, it is his

duty

Hence, the practical result of the introduc
the accused in removal cases is merely to delay the

to hold the latter for trial.

tion of evidence
act

by

of removal.

to evade this rule by showing that the in
obtained without any evidence. In several instances the
accused has subpoenaed before the United States commissioner all of

Efforts have been made

dictment

was
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the witnesses who testified before the

grand jury

demanding dis

in the

attempted to have them repeat before the commissioner the
which they gave before the grand jury, for the purpose of

trict and has

evidence

arguing that the evidence did not show the commission of a crime. The
Supreme Court has held that this course should not be permitted but
that the indictment should be accepted at its prima facie value. Beavers
194 U. S. 87.

Henkel,

v.

neither the

Again,
ceedings

magistrate

nor

dictment should be
261 ; Haas

v.

quashed

Henkel,

sufficient

it in substance shows the commission

if

Greene

in abatement.

v.

Henkel,

183 U. S.

216 U. S. 481.

The indictment will be held

C

the courts in habeas corpus pro
tending to show that the in

will consider matters of defense

of

a

evidence
crime.

of probable cause
defects will

Formal

be considered.

not

In the
court

early case of In re Clark, 2 Benedict, 540, 542 (1868), the
"upon such a proceeding the indictment must be considered

said

sufficient unless it be

so

would be the manifest

defective in the material averments that it
of

before which it

presented
seems very
grand jury
drastic. Many courts refused to apply this strict rule. While they have
all agreed that technical defects are not to be considered yet, if it ap
peared from the face of the indictment that the offense was not com
mitted in the demanding district they have refused to returns the ac
cused for trial.
United States v. Fowkes, 49 Fed. Rep. 50, affd. 53
by

the

Fed. Rep. 13, is
In Benson
the

v.

an

court

a

which it

was

This

illustration of this.

Henkel,

legal sufficiency

court in

duty

to decline to take action upon it."

198 U. S.

1,

of the indictment

was

found.

a

majority of the court held that
only to be determined by the

was

In other

words, the commissioner should

accept the indictment as justifying the removal, unless he found upon
inspection that it obviously set forth no offense or charged a different
crime from that

alleged

in the

complaint

or

a

another district than that to which extradition

crime committed in

sought (P. 10).
Justices dissented, holding that it was the duty of the
commissioner to pass upon the efficiency of the indictment. (P. 17).
was

Four of the

In Haas

duty

to

v.

Henkel,

consider the

216 U. S.

sufficiency

462, the

court

held that it

of the indictment.

concurred, but remarked that he

not to

Mr.

be taken

was

not its

Brewer

Justice
holding

that
the indictment would stand the final test of demurrer in the trial court.

(P. 482).

was

as
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Finally,

in

Henry

v.

Henkel, 235 U. S. 219, the

court

held that in

a

habeas corpus case, involving a removal proceeding, the general rule is
that the hearing should be confined to the single question of jurisdiction
of the trial court, and

which it

even that would not (be decided in every case in
The court refused to consider the constitutionality
under which the indictment was found, leaving that for the

raised.

was

of the act

trial court.

See also

Rumely

v.

250 U. S. 283.

McCarthy,

D

The accused may be removed to another district than that in.
which he is found, even though the offense with which he is charged
can

be tried in either district.

This

Case,

first

question

came

before the

136 U. S. 257, where the offense

from New York to New London.

Supreme Court in the Palliser
committed by mailing letters

was

The defendant

arrested in New

was

York for removal to Connecticut for trial.

Under section 731 of the

Revised

begun

Statutes,

completed

in

this

offense, having

been

another, might

in

one

district and

The order of removal

be tried in either.

sustained.

was

In

Hyde

v.

Shine,

199 U. S.

District of Columbia

63, Hyde and others

were

with

defraud the United

indicted in the

charged
conspiracy
by obtaining public lands in violation of law. The lands
situated in California and Oregon, and most of the overt acts
to

a

States

committed in those States.

were
were

The acts committed in the District of Col

umbia consisted of formal steps taken in the Land Office to effect the
exchange of lands. Under the law of conspiracy it is held that such
an

offense may be prosecuted in any district where an overt act is com
by one of the parties. Of the four defendants in this case but

mitted

one was

arrested in the District of Columbia.

in New York and removed to the District.
1.

The other two,

They objected

to

Hyde

and

Dimond,

Another

Benson

were

v.

was

arrested

198 U. S.

Henkel,

arrested in San Francisco.

removal from their home district.

The

Supreme

Court held, inasmuch as the statute contained no exception in a case of
this kind, the courts were compelled to order the removal of the accused.
But in its

it did not wish to be understood

as

citizens of distant States in the

opinion the court stated that
approving the practice of indicting

courts^ of the District of Columbia when the indictment would lie in
the State of the domicile of such persons, "unless in exceptional cases
where the circumstances seemed to demand that this
taken."

Only

course

should be

(P. 78).
two of the defendants in this case

overt acts committed in the District

were

were

convicted.

the acts of

Dimond,

The
who

only
was
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Hyde's lawyer, in obtaining the patents from the Land Office. Dimond
himself was acquitted. Jurisdiction in the District of Columbia de
The
pended solely on acts committed therein by an innocent agent.
the
in
Supreme Court by a majority of one sustained the jurisdiction
347.
S.
U.
225
District of Columbia. See Hyde v. United States,
It may be noted also
This point is illustrated by the Beavers Cases.
that the Beavers Cases are a good example of the delay afforded by this
roundabout procedure to a person who i9 not anxious to stand trial.
Beavers was an officer of the Post Office Department, involved in
the graft investigation of 1903. He was first indicted in Brooklyn,
He

the Eastern District of New York.

naturally objected

to

going

to

Brooklyn

was

for trial.

from the time of the indictment to force him
v.

Henkel,

then in Manhattan and

It took about
the river.

across

a

year
Beavers

194 U. S. 73.

In the meantime Beavers had been indicted in the District of Col
The Government instead of

umbia.

proceeding with

the trial in Brook

lyn desired to bring Beavers to Washington for trial. Notwithstanding
his original reluctance to go to Brooklyn, Beavers was even more re
luctant to leave Brooklyn for Washington. The Government thereupon
proceeded under section 1014, after first obtaining the consent of the
District Court for the Eastern District of New York to release
diction

over

Beavers.

The

Supreme

juris

Court held that the Government

might elect not to proceed on the indictment in Brooklyn but to remove
Washington for trial under the indictments pending there.
Beavers v. Haubert, 198 U. S. 77.
him to

In Haas

v.

Henkel,

216 U. S.

462, the

court went

series of removal

even

further.

This

in the courts for

over
proceedings pending
five years to which some reference has already been made.
Haas and others were indicted in the Supreme Court of the District
of Columbia in 1905, on a charge of conspiring to defraud the United

is

one

of

a

States in connection with the issue of cotton crop reports for the De
partment of Agriculture. The charge originally made was that the
contents of the reports in advance of their publication would be di
vulged by an officer of the Department to Haas and his associates, who
would speculate in cotton with the aid of this information and divide
the proceeds among all the conspirators. There was no statute specifi

cally forbidding the divulgance of
by the Government that the act

this information.
constituted

a

It

fraud

was
on

contended

the United

States and that the act of the Government official was misconduct in
Misconduct of this kind is a common-law crime though not

office.
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federal statute.

specifically prohibited by

One of the defendants

found and arrested in the District of Columbia.
New York

City,

and the other

Haas

defendant, Peckham,

the Northern District of New York.
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Each

one

was

arrested in

was

of them

was

arrested in

fought

removal

for

proceedings
nearly five years. Peckham's novel experience in the
Northern District of New York will be discussed hereafter.
The commissioner in the Southern District of New York held that
the indictment did not state a crime. He was of the opinion that the
acts

in

question

in office

was

did

not

a

defraud the United States and that misconduct

not

crime

against

the Government.

with the decision of the Commissioner

not content

The

prosecution,

discharging Haas,

took the unusual step of asking District Judge Holt to sit as a com
mitting magistrate. He considered the question anew, but followed the
commissioner's

opinion

on

both

United States

points.

v.

Haas 167 Fed.

211.

question rested until 1908, when additional indictments were
against Haas and his associates both in the Southern District

Thus the

obtained

of New York and in the District of Columbia.

The indictments

were

identical except that those found in the District of Columbia contained
counts charging a conspiracy to commit misconduct in office.
Since

this offense would not be
from those indictments.
dictments.

a

federal

Haas

was

He filed motions to

one

in New

first arrested

York, it
on

was

omitted

the New York in

and demurrers both of which

quash

Thereupon removal proceedings were started under
section 1014 to bring him back to the District of Columbia where the
were

overruled.

Government desired to try all of the defendants at once. Haas fought
these proceedings as vigorously as before and finally appealed to the

Supreme

There he

Court.

argued

District of Columbia and offered

that the indictment found in tha

as

probable

New York indictment in identical terms which
if committed at all

was

met by the
proved that the offense
cause

was

committed in the Southern District of New

York.
The

Supreme Court
the prosecuting officer
offense

was

most

held that in

a case

bring the
probably committed.
to

case

of this kind it

And inasmuch

jurisdiction over the
not object to his removal

which had first obtained
accused himself could

was

the

duty

to trial in the district where
as

of

the

the court

accused consented, the
from the district of his

residence to the district in which the Government elected to first bring
case to trial.
Haas v. Henkel, 216 U. S. 462. The first indictment

the

against

Haas

Supreme

was

Court

found in the

was

summer

rendered in

of 1905, and this decision of the

February,

1910.
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It may be remarked that when Haas was finally returned to the Dis
trict he succeeded in quashing the last indictments by plea in abatement,
that one of the
based on the
jurors was an employee of

grand

ground

The statute of limitations

the Government.

having run, a new
promptly arrested

indict

the
However,
remove
to
been
unable
had
old indictments, even though the Government
hirri on them. Finally he pleaded guilty and paid a substantial fine.
The latest case upon this subject is Rumely v. McCarthy, 250 U. S.

ment

he

could not be found.

was

on

Rumely was indicted in New York City in the summer of
1918, charged with a conspiracy to omit making a report to the Alien
Property Custodian and for perjury in verifying a false report made to
that official. On December 2, 1918, the grand jury in the District of
Columbia returned an indictment against Rumely charging a wilful
failure on his part to make to the Alien Property Custodian a report of
in
enemy property and credits. Removal proceedings were promptly
There

283.

stituted and the District Court in the Southern District of New York
At this time the
to relinquish jurisdiction over Rumely.

consented

New York indictments
related to the

pending and it was admitted that they
the Washington indictment. It was
right to order Rumely's removal to the Dis

were

still

transactions

same

held that the court had the

trict of Columbia for trial there.
was

years

trial,

the

Rumely

The

It may be noted that while

some

five

removing Haas to the District of Columbia for
was disposed of in exactly six months. However,
is a record for speed in such proceedings.

consumed in
case

it is believed that this

E

as

refusal of

moval is not

res

a

commissioner

or

district

judge

to order

a

Ye-

judicata.

Where the commissioner has held the accused for removal but the

district judge refuses

to issue

the warrant, the

question

is

usually

raised

by writ of habeas corpus. From the decision in a habeas corpus case an
appeal will lie, so that the question can be reviewed by the appellate
court.

In

a

few instances where the commissioner has declined to hold the

preliminary examination, the United States has re
judge to act as a committing magistrate. While
the district judge has recognized that the decision of the commissioner
is not binding upon him, he has refused to change it unless new facts
See United States v. Haas, 167 Fed. 211 ; In re Woods,
were presented.
accused after the

quested

the district

95 Fed. 288.

It is

generally

believed that if the district

order of removal

on

the

application

of the

judge refuses

Government,

to

issue the

there is

no
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appeal from his decision.
of the district

judge

used in the Chinese

and

This

However,

the

ground

that the decision is that

of the district court.

not

Deportation

that the decision of the district
it

on

held that

For

Acts.

a
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Similar language was
it was believed

long time

judge in a deportation case was final.
an appeal will lie from such a decision.

finally
petitioner 194 U. S. 194.
F The complaint initiating the proceeding before the United States
Commissioner may be made upon the information contained in the
copies of the indictment and bench warrant and the belief of the affiant
was

See United States

based thereon.

Beavers

Surrender

G

of

194 U. S. 86.

Henkel,

v.

the accused

by

his sureties to the commissioner.

Section 1018 of the Revised Statutes

provides

that any party

charged

criminal offense and admitted to bail may in vacation be arrested
his bail and delivered to the marshal before any officer having

with

by

a

power to commit. The bail is then exonerated and the accused so com
mitted shall be held in custody until discharged by due course of law.
In United States

v.

Peckham,

143 Fed.

Rep. 625, Peckham

was

in

together with Haas in the Supreme Court of the District of Col
umbia in the summer of 1905. This was one of the so-called "Cotton
dicted

Leak"

Peckham

cases.

before

hearing
probable

a

found at

was

Saratoga, arrested, and given a
The latter having found
for his appearance in the Supreme

United States commissioner.

cause, Peckham gave bond

Court of the District of Columbia. However, before the time arrived
for his appearance, the commissioner in New York City had refused to
hold Haas under the

giving

same

bond and decided

to

Peckham naturally regretted
fight. Thereupon, his sureties took

indictment.

further

him before the commissioner who had

originally

held him for trial in

district, surrendered him to the marshal, and a formal order was
made exonerating the bond, though the bond itself had already been
the

forwarded to the

Supreme

writ of habeas corpus alleging
The district judge dismissed the

a

an

offense.

giving bond
the right to
on

Appeals.

Efforts

his bond. But before these

dictments
was

charge
writ, holding that by

for his appearance in Washington, Peckham had waived
Peckham appealed to
have the indictment inquired into.

the Circuit Court of

ham

Peckham then sued

that the indictment did not

out

lect

Court of the District.

were

Washington to col
disposed of, new in
Washington, and Peck

made in

proceedings

were

found both in New York and in
subsequently returned, together with Haas,
were

Columbia, upon these

new

indictments.

to the

District of

42
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D. C. 300, the same effort was made to
Lamar
use section 1018 as a means of defeating removal proceedings.
having been indicted in New York was held by a United States com
missioner in the District of Columbia and gave bail for his appearance
In Lamar

Splain,

v.

in New York.

42

App.

Just before

the time for him to

respond

in New York

sureties, with his consent, surrendered him to the same United
States commissioner and he sued out a writ of habeas corpus. The
Court of Appeals intimated that the surrender should have been made
his

This, of

having jurisdiction of the offense.
object of the surrender.

before the court

course,

would defeat the very

IV. Removals to the District
It is
to the

an interesting
Supreme Court

clusive

jurisdiction

therein is

a

in the District of

crime

moving fugitives

against the

to the

with

violating

is made

state

The United States

having

ex

Columbia, every crime committed

United States.

The

way of

only

re

District, therefore, is that prescribed by section

1014 of the Revised Statutes.

District, provision

Columbia.

fact that the great number of these cases going
have involved efforts to remove accused persons

the District of Columbia for trial.

to

of

laws

In efforts to

remove

fugitives

from the

by statute for rendition of persons charged
(Sections 930, 931, Code D. C.) but these

sections do not relate to violations of federal laws.

There have been

might

a

number of cases,

especially conspiracy

be tried either in the District of Columbia

other districts.

There have also been

or

in

cases, which

one

or

more

number of libel prosecutions,
the libels being contained in newspapers published elsewhere but cir
culated in the District of Columbia. In all of these cases a prosecution
would lie at the home of the accused.

a

Indictments have been found in

the District and efforts have been made to

remove

the accused to Wash

for trial.

ington
Striking

illustrations

199 U. S. 63 and Haas

are
v.

those

mentioned of Hyde v. Shine,
These various cases
another in many volumes.
In Hyde v.

already

Henkel,

216 U. S. 481.

reported in one aspect or
Shine, while the Supreme Court held that the removal was proper, it
clearly disapproved of the trial in the District of Columbia. When that
case was finally tried, it became necessary to ask a very substantial ap
propriation from Congress for the purpose of bringing the Government
are

witnesses to the District of Columbia to attend the trial.
amended the bill

as

it

was

introduced

by making

the act

Congress
specifically
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include the cost of

bringing the defendant's witnesses from the Pacific
Washington. And finally, when the conviction of Hyde was
before the Supreme Court in Hyde v. United States, 225 U. S. 347,
the court by a majority of one vote held that jurisdiction existed in the
Coast to

District of Coumbia.
In the Haas Case, many overt acts were committed both in the Dis
trict of Columbia and in New York City. One of the defendants lived in

Washington,

while the others

Case, the indictment

was

were

found

found in New York.

only

In the

Hyde

in the District of Columbia.

In

Cases, indictments were found both in New York City and in
Washington. However, the Attorney General notified the District
Court for the Southern District of New York that in his judgment the
conspiracy was probably formed in the District of Columbia. For that,
the Haas

among other reasons, he elected to have the trial here. The court held
was justified, and that at any rate it was within the

that this election

discretion of the prosecutor.
In cases of this kind, the Government has

obtaining

the removal of the

accused,

District of Columbia, for trial.
failed to secure the removal of

even

invariably

from his

But in libel

cases

own

succeeded in
home to the

the Government has

a single person charged with libel in a
newspaper originally published outside the District of Columbia even
though it was circulated here.

A.

Section 1014

of

the Revised Statutes

applies

to the District

of

Columbia.

proceedings it has been seriously
Judiciary Act which wa9 passed some
time before the District of Columbia was created did not apply to it;
also that the District of Columbia is not a judicial district and for
that reason is not within the meaning of the law.
Mr. Henry E. Davis, who by the way was the inventor of the in
genious device tried in the Peckham and Lamar cases, above referred
to, in his interesting address at the re-dedication of the court house of
the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, (47 Washington Law
Reporter 695) points out that the Act of February 13, 1801, (2 Stat. L.
89) by section 21, created a new judicial district, known as the District
of Potomac, which included the District of Columbia and portions of
Maryland and Virginia. While this act was repealed on March 8, 1802,
(2 Stat. L. 132) the District of Columbia, even after its organization,
was at one time within a strictly judicial district of the United States.
However, without paying any attention to this, the Supreme Court has
In their efforts to defeat removal

argued

that section 33 of the

GEORGETOWN
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held that section 1014 of the Revised Statutes applies to
the District of Columbia. See Benson v. Henkel, 198 U. S. 12, 15.
Beavers v. Haubert, 198 U. S. 77 ; Hyde v. Shine, 199 U. S. 62.

emphatically

James A. Scott, in his recent work on the Law of Interstate
Rendition, devotes a chapter to fugitives from the District of Columbia.
While he thinks the law is settled by the Supreme Court in the Benson
Case, he thinks that the method is yet open to criticism, and he gives at
See chapter 4, pp.
some length the reasons and authorities relied on.
Mr.

31-42.

B.

Section 1014

applies

to so-called local offenses in the District

of

Columbia.
In their arguments counsel have many times suggested that at the
section 1014 should apply only to strictly federal offenses com

most

offenses which would be crimes

District, that is,

mitted in the

the United States wherever committed.

Judge

Holt in United States

In this

the

case

charge

v.

was

Haas,

This

167 Fed.

conspiracy

was

Rep.

to commit

against
by

the view taken
211
a

(1906).

crime

against

the

United States, that is, the offense of misconduct in office. The common
law of England in force in Maryland was carried forward by statute
into the District of Columbia.
duct in office is still

The

common

law offense of miscon

crime in the District of Columbia.

a

Tyner

v.

United States, 23 App. D. C. 324. While as a general rule there are
no common law offenses against the United States (United States v.

Baton,

144 U. S.

United States.

whether it be
into the

a

District,

United States
is

a

crime

this is because there is

677),

no common

law of the

But any offense committed in the District of Columbia,
violation of the common law carried forward by statute
whether it be

or

of

or

a

statute

against the

a

violation of

solely relating

United States.

to the

In other

a

general law of the

District of Columbia,

words, there

are

no

local offenses in the District.

Judge

Dillon

Columbia.

In

the accused
and
586

was

so

re

was

held

to libel, when committed in the District of
Dillon, 120. In In re Wolf, 27 Fed. Rep. 603,

as

3

Buell,
charged

with false pretenses committed in the District,
In United States v. Winsatt, 161 Fed.
Rep.

returned for trial.

(1908),

the

question

was

squarely raised,

any offense, whether common law or
trict, was a crime against the United

might

be removed.

and the court held that

otherwise, committed in the Dis
States, for which the defendant
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Libel Cases.

The most

interesting question in the entire subject of removal of
criminals has arisen in the efforts made to remove newspaper men from
other parts of the United States to the District of Columbia for trial
on a
charge of libel, growing out of a publication in their own news
papers circulated

by

Where the article

published
in the

them in the District of Columbia.

complained

of has been contained in

outside of the District and

District, the

courts

so

a

few

copies

a newspaper
have been circulated

far have refused to send such

an

individual

back to the District for trial.
The first
formation

reported
was

filed

case

in

is In

re

Dana,

7

Benedict,

1

(1873).

the Police Court of the District

An in

charging

Charles A. Dana, editor of The Sun, with libel. Under the statute of
its creation the Police Court had no jury, but a person convicted was
entitled to appeal to the Supreme Court of the District and obtain a
trial

Justice Blatchford held this statute unconstitutional
punishable by imprisonment in the penitentiary and
therefore is an infamous crime within the meaning of the Constitution
and must be prosecuted by indictment.
The next case is In re Buell, 3 Dillon, 116 (1875). Buell was in
dicted in the District of Columbia charged with libeling Zachariah
Chandler in an article printed in the Detroit Free Press. Buell was
arrested in Missouri. While Judge Dillon held that a person charged
with libel committed in the District could be returned to that place for
trial, he discharged Buell because he was of the opinion that the indict
The
ment failed to charge a publication in the District of Columbia.
opinion is rather technical in its reasoning. The indictment, no doubt,
would have been held good on demurrer. It charged the publication
just as it happened, that is, that the paper was printed in Detroit and
was subsequently circulated in the District of Columbia.
However, the
language was general enough to give some ground for this. The
technical ground on which the decision was put indicates the disfavor
with which the court regarded the proceeding. There is a note to the
report stating that another effort was made to obtain Buell's return to
by jury.

because libel is

the District of Columbia, but with the

same

result.

In this

connection, a report of the Senate Judiciary Committee, made
Mr. Scott in his book,
on February 16, 1875, is quite interesting.
that
this
was
caused by the effort to
mentioned,
says
inquiry
already
obtain Mr. Dana's return to

June

Washington. It deals with an Act of
provides that "the provisions

22, 1874, the second section of which
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Act shall

apply

to courts

created

by act of Congress in the District of Columbia." It may be noted that
the language of this act would be of assistance only in removing
persons from and not to the District. In removal to the District the
courts

of the District of Columbia would

the report is quoted in Scott on Interstate
second Dana case, 68 Fed. 902.

part. A portion of
Rendition, p. 37, and in the

play

no

This committee report is signed by Senators Edmunds, Conkling,
Freelinghuysen, Wright, Thurman and Stevenson. While it expresses
the opinion that no person charged with the crime of libel can be

brought

into the District of Columbia under the Act of

refrains from

stating

that such individuals cannot be

1874, the report

brought

into the

District under section 33 itself.
In the second Dana case, just mentioned, Mr. Dana was indicted in
1905 in the District of Columbia charged with libeling Mr. Frank B.

editorial article printed
Washington. Mr. Dana
was arrested and held by the committing magistrate for trial in Wash
ington. He declined to give bond and application was made to District
Judge Brown for the warrant of removal. Dana was represented by
eminent counsel and the removal proceedings were vigorously opposed.
Judge Brown delivered an elaborate opinion refusing to return the
accused on two grounds. He held that the indictment, which was the
only evidence offered for the Government, was merely an affidavit, and
that it was so inconsistent and contradictory in charging a publication
first in New York and then in Washington that it was not sufficient
evidence to justify the removal. He also considered the subject of libel
very elaborately and held that it was a local offense under the local

Noyes,

a

director of the Associated

Press,

in

an

in The Sun in New York and circulated in

law and that section 1014 of the Revised Statutes did not authorize

removal for such crimes.

a

It may be remarked that for some ten years this opinion constituted
block to the removal of offenders from one district to

stumbling

another. In most particulars, however, it was overruled by the Supreme
Court in the cases beginning with Beavers v. United States, 194 U. S-

7li, and heretofore mentioned.

Apparently only

one

further effort has been made to

to the District of

Columbia for trial.

That

remove news

in connec
tion with the celebrated Panama Canal Libel Cases. It will be remem
bered that these articles were published in the New York World and
Indictments were found against the
the Indianapolis News.
paper

men

was

proprie-
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of both papers in the District of Columbia where

some
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copies of

An indictment was also found in the
the papers were circulated.
Southern District of New York against the publishers of the World,
the publication of the libel being charged to have taken place on the
military reservation of West Point. No effort was made to remove

these defendants from New York to

Washington. They

New

the indictment.

York,

and the

court

heard in United States

quashed
Press

were

The

tried in

appeal

219 U. S. 1.

was

The

Publishing Co.,
Supreme Court held that inasmuch as the law of New York results
in the unity of one criminal act of the publication of the libel and its
circulation, allows but a single conviction for the combined act, and
affords adequate means for punishing such circulation on a reservation
V.

of the United States within that State, the Federal courts

were

without

jurisdiction.
Efforts

were

made to

remove

from

Indianapolis

to

Washington

Mr. Delavan Smith, of the Indianapolis News. United States v. Smith,
173 Fed Rep. 227. It appeared that most of the copies of the news
were

circulated in the State of

sent to

subscribers and others in

paper
were

Indiana, but about fifty copies
Washington. The removal pro

ceedings were started before District Judge Anderson instead of begin
ning with the United States Commissioner. Judge Anderson was of
the opinion that under such circumstances there was but one publica
tion of the libel and that publication was in Indianapolis. He thought
there could be but one prosecution which would have to be in the
state courts of Indiana.

For this

reason

he denied the

application for

the warrant of removal.

Among

other

things Judge

"The discussion
home to

a

distant

as

to the

place,

Anderson said

hardship

to be

of

(p. 232) :
taking a man

tried, and the discussion

away from his
pro and con as

desirability of the District of Columbia and the City of Wash
ington as a place for trial, was interesting. But those considerations
as suggested in one of the decisions of the Supreme Court, are not con
trolling, and I am not compelled to resort to anything of that kind to
satisfy myself about what ought to be done here. To my mind that
man has read the history of our institutions to little purpose who does
not look with grave apprehension upon the possibility of the success of
If the history of liberty means anything,
a proceeding such as this.
if constitutional guaranties are worth anything, this proceeding
to

the

must fail.
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to select the tribunal,
from, if the Government

authority

tribunal to select

has that power, and can drag citizens from distant states to the capital
of the nation, there to be tried, then, as Judge Cooley says, this is a

strange result of
of

was

a

revolution where

the assertion of the

While there is

a

right

to

one

send

of the

parties

grievances complained

abroad for trial."

practical reason and substantial justification for the
judges in refusing to return newspaper men

decisions of these various
to

Washington

for trial, I think it is clear that the offenses

mitted in the District of Columbia and the accused

were com

were

properly

triable there.
All will admit that if a person secretly prints in New York a
pamphlet libeling a resident of Vt ashington and then deposits in the
mails 100 copies addressed to as many residents of Washington who
receive the pamphlet in the due course of mail, the offense has been
committed legally and substantially in the District of Columbia. While
such

a

person

might

under section 731 of the Revised Statutes be

indictable in the Southern District of New York because the offense
was

started there, yet the real

publication has

taken

place

in the District

of Columbia and the real crime has been committed there.
the

of United States

This

was

Page, not reported (1912). Page printed
such a pamphlet in New York City grossly libeling the members of
the Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives. He circu
lated it by mail to all the members of the committee as well as to many
other persons in Washington. He did not fight removal proceedings,
but when called to trial in the District objected to the jurisdiction on
the ground that the offense of libel was not committed here.
His
case

defense

was

v.

overruled, and he

was

convicted.

If a person prints and publishes in the District of Columbia a libel
and then runs away, all will admit that he may be brought back to the
District for trial. He cannot be tried elsewhere.
If the

proprietor of a newspaper in New York prints a libelous
wilfully sends a copy of that newspaper to someone
District of Columbia, he has committed the offense of libel in the

article in it and
in the

District

a

just as much as have the offenders in the other cases mentioned.
Strictly, he has committed a crime in the District of Columbia. As
practical matter it has proven impossible to remove him to the

District.

The courts have

if

may be

guilty,

recognized that
punished in the courts

in such

of his

cases

the accused,

domicile,

and have
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a course

which would convert

a
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state offense into

Federal crime.
V. Weaknesses in the Present Statute.
A.

Does section 1014

and

before

cover

fugitives from justice after

conviction

sentence?

Palmer

v. Thompson, 20 App. D. C. 273, is a
very interesting case on
subject. Thompson was indicted in the Federal Court in Ten
nessee in May, 1885.
He was arrested, tried and convicted, but sen
tence was deferred until the following term of court to attend which
he entered into a recognizance.
Thompson then left Tennessee and
took up his residence in Washington. In 1888 proceedings were insti

this

tuted before

a

United States Commissioner in the District of Columbia

for his removal to Tennessee to receive his sentence.

Thompson sued

writ of habeas corpus before one of the Justices of the Supreme
Court of the District. That justice held that section 1014 provided for

out

a

the removal of
was

not broad

Thompson's

an

accused person only for trial, and that the word trial
to include sentence.
Immediately thereafter

enough

sureties made

an

unsuccessful effort to return him to Ten

Thus the matter rested until 1901, when a warrant was issued
the Federal Court in Tennessee to the United States Marshal for

nessee.

by

the District of Columbia, commanding him to arrest Thompson and
him to the Tennessee court for sentence. Thompson again applied

bring
for

a writ of habeas corpus.
The Court of Appeals was very firm
in its view that the decision of the Supreme Court of the District

In their view the word
was wrong.
of the statute is intended to include all the proceed

originally discharging Thompson
"trial in the

ings

of

a

case

nouncement
court was

sense

from the

presentation

of sentence and

of the

opinion

of the indictment to the pro
(P. 284). However, the

judgment."

that the decision in the first writ of habeas

corpus amounted to an adjudication which
son's behalf. He was therefore discharged.

was

conclusive in Thomp

CONCLUSION.

by the course of judicial decisions the practice has been sus
removing a man upon a certified copy of the indictment from
the district where he is found to that where he is wanted for trial, and
while in the usual course this proceeding is very brief and the accused
is promptly returned, yet, in important cases, if the accused is so
While

tained of
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his removal for

It is believed that there is

no

a

longer

period of
necessity

a

six
for

where a grand jury has returned an indictment.
where the accused has unlimited money he is
ultimately returned to the demanding district, and upon no other evi
dence than the certified copy of the indictment. Why, then, permit him
a

preliminary hearing

Even in those

to

cases

interfere with the prompt administration of criminal

justice? Delay

In both the
of this character may result in a real defeat of justice.
Haas and Henry cases the indictments were quashed upon technical

grounds,

and in the meantime the statute of limitations had

is believed that

a

newspaper

publisher whose

run.

If it

paper is also circulated

in the District of Columbia should not be removed from his home

district to Washington for trial, let the law so provide in terms, but
change the law as to all other crimes so as to prevent what former
Attorney General Bonaparte has aptly called "a foretaste of eternity"
between the indictment and the trial thereon.
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CHANGES IN THE FACULTY.
The

in the Faculty were announced by Dean
E. Hamilton, LL. D., at the opening exercises of the Law
School on October first, 1919 : Hon. Constantine J. Smyth, Chief Jus
tice, Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia, appointed Professor
of Associations (Private Corporations and Partnership) ; Robert M.
Hughes, author of "Hughes on Admiralty" and "Hughes on Federal
Procedure," appointed Professor of Admiralty; Joseph D. Sullivan, A.

following changes

George

B., LL. B., appointed Professor of Property II and Property III ;
Hugh J. Fegan, M. A., Ph. D., LL. B., appointed Assistant Dean of
the Law Faculty and Professor of Damages ; Howard Boyd, LL. M.,

appointed Professor of Evidence I and II, in association with Professor
A. A. Hoehling, Jr. ; Sidney F. Taliaferro, LL. B. ; Frederick Stohlman,
A. B., LL. B.; Seth Shepard, A. B., LL. B. (Harvard) ; F. Sprigg
Perry, A. B., LL. B. ; Rudolph H. Yeatman, LL. M., appointed Assist
ant Professor of Law, and Thomas J. Hurney, LL. M., appointed
Assistant Secretary.
The registration in the School of Law which is the largest in recent
years, is as follows: First Year, 507; Second Year, 233; Third Year,
243 ; Fourth Year, 85 ; Special Students, 39 ; Total, 1107.
The records of Georgetown men in the Military Service are still in
complete. At present, the University has detailed records of approxi
mately four thousand Georgetown men who were in the Service in
the Great War. It is believed that a number of Georgetown men were
in the Service of whom the University as yet has no record. Informa
tion regarding such men is desired.
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RECENT CASES.
Insurance

Life

without

Insurable

�

Interest

Assignability

to

�

One

Insurable Interest.

The interest which will support a contract of life insurance has been
as : "such an interest arising1 from the relation of the party ob
taining the insurance, either as creditor of, or surety for the assured, or
stated

marriage to him, as will justify a reasonable ex
advantage or benefit from the continuance of his life."1

from ties of blood,

of

pectation
The early

or

common

law considered

a

contract to insure human life a

wager and no insurable interest was necessary to the transaction. At
the present time, however, an insurable interest on the part of the per
son
taking out the policy is necessary, the modern law holding that in

suring

life is not in its

contract
currence

legal

sense

wagering

Under this definition it is conceded that
interest in his

relatives
that

a

on

its

duration, but is

sufficient consideration to pay a sum of money
of death, to one having such an insurable interest.2

on

are

legal

own

life,

included

a

person has

creditors, sureties, and
having such an interest also.

and that

as

contract of life insurance has been

surable interest have to exist in the

an

the

a

oc

insurable

dependent near
But assuming

established,
at the

on

does the in

time the insured

beneficiary
beneficiary to collect the insurance? What is the
legal result, for example if a man insures his life and makes his wife
the beneficiary provided that before he dies she obtains a divorce from
him; or if a man having insured his life in favor of one having an in
surable interest, assigns the policy to a person having no insurable in
dies to enable such

terest ?

The majority opinion in the State courts is that if there be no trace
of bad faith to be found in the case, that the beneficiary, even though
he has lost his insurable interest, or is an assignee without such interest,
5

The Supreme Court of the
policy.3' *�
v.
Russell, overruling suggestions
Grigsby
by the same court in previous cases, established the law as just stated
for that court, and consequently for the Federal Judicial System. On
the opposing side of the question, taking the position that an assignment
may

recover

the amount of the

United States in the

case

of

'Warnock v. Davis 104 U. S. 775 (1881).
!Ulrich v. Reinoehl 22 Atl. 862 (1896) (Pa.).
�Overhiser v. Overhiser. 50 LRA 552 (Ohio).
'Johnson v. Mutual Life Insurance Co., 72 S. E. 847.
'
Grigsby v. Russell, 222 U. S. 149, 56 L Ed.
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insurable interest in the life of the insured is invalid,
9
As typical of the logic employed in this
authority.6, 7- 8no

decisions, the case of Milliken v. Haner et al, recently de
interesting. The facts were as follows: Henry Haner pro
cided,
cured two policies on his own life, each for $1,000, and named his father
Several years thereafter, being in urgent need
as beneficiary in both.
of money, he assigned the two policies for a valid consideration to John
Milliken, who had no interest entitling him to make out a policy on
last class of

is

the life of Haner.
all the

edged.

This action

was

taken with the active consent of

parties, and the agreement was reduced to writing and acknowl
Five years later the insured died. The insurance companies

suspended payment pending a decision as to who
policy.
On the circumstances, as related, the Kentucky Court of Appeals
decided that, inasmuch as one having no insurable interest in another's
life cannot insure it, the reason of the rule would apply with equal
force where the same relation of the parties was brought about by an
assignment from one who has an insurable interest to one who has
not. Great stress was laid in this decision on the theory that the result
would be to give the assignee an interest in the early death of the
On this ground the
insured and in that manner tempt to crime.
to
was
declared
assignment
contrary
public policy and void, and the
for
verdict
was
allowed
a
only the amount of the premiums
assignee
he had paid, the original beneficiary taking the amount of the policies.
The Kentucky Court quotes from the opinion in the case of Warnock
v. Davis, decided by the Supreme Court in 1881, as supporting its con
clusion as to the invalidity of the assignment; but does not refer to
the case of Grigsby v. Russell, decided in 1911 by the Supreme Court,
which holds contra and specifically over-rules Warnock v. Davis.
In Grigsby v. Russell the facts were substantially the same as in the
recent Kentucky case and the Supreme Court in its decision takes
issue with some of the points urged by the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
It states:
"The law has no universal cynic fear of the temptation
opened by pecuniary benefit accruing upon a death. It shows no preju
dice against remainders after life estates even by the Rule in Shelley's
Case." And again: "So far as reasonable safety permits it is desir
able to give life policies the ordinary characteristics of property." The
admitted
was

liability,

but

entitled to receive the amount of the

"

Warnock v. Davis, 104 U. S. 775, Decided 1881, overruled by Grisby v. Russell.
'Missouri Valley L/fe Insurance Co. v. McCrum, 12 Pac. 517 (Kan.), (1887).
�Manhattan Life Insurance Co. v. Cohen, 139 S. W. 51 (1911).
'Milliken

v.

Haner,

et

al, 212 S. W. (1919) (Ky.).
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fact is mentioned by the

Supreme

Court that at

the fact that lack of insurable interest
was
no

common

might tempt

law it

to

was not

murder,

that

make it contrary to public policy, to allow one having
such interest to insure the life of another, but the fact that the

considered

to

practice of allowing such persons to insure had led to a mischievous
gambling on the duration of life. Where an insurable interest is
originally required to make a valid life insurance contract, the encour
agement to wager is minimized. Under no circumstances would
Court allow such an assignment to be used merely as a cloak for

a
a

gambling venture. The utmost good faith must be apparent. It is also
pointed out in this decision that to deny validity to such an assignment
would deprive life insurance policies of a large proportion of their
value to the holder.

Grigsby

v.

Russell illustrates the

hold that life

policies
assignee, and
majority.
in the

can
as

reasoning of the Courts, which
assigned regardless of insurable interest
previously stated, these Courts are in the
be

H. R.
Charitable Trusts
Eliot et al.

v.

�

J.

Cy Pres Doctrine.

Attwill, Atty. Gen.,

122 N. E. 648

et

al.,

(Mass.).

public trusts is a broad one, and it would
be impracticable to set any precise limits as to what may or may not
be regarded as trusts of this description. The Statute of Charitable
Uses, passed in the reign of Elizabeth, enumerated a wide range of
objects which might constitute the subject matter of valid charitable
The scope of charitable

trusts.

or

The courts of this country have not, however, at least in those
Elizabeth has not been adopted, confined

states in which the statute of

themselves to the

objects

enumerated in that statute.

It has been maintained that the system of charitable trusts originated
in the statute of Elizabeth. In England jurisdiction over trusts of this
kind is exercised in a manner which would support this claim, but in

repeatedly held that the ordinary jurisdiction of
equity over express trusts extends to trusts of a charitable nature, and
this position has been maintained by a number of decisions of the
United States Supreme Court.1
this country it has been

1

Ould

v.

Wash. Hospital, 95 U. S. 303 ; Sidal

155, 194, 196.

v.

Girard's Ex'rs, 2 How. 127
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outstanding features of a charitable trust are the uncertainty
objects and the perpetuity of its existence. Either of these

The two
of its

elements, if present in a private trust, would, of course, be sufficient
to render it inoperative, for certainty as to the object is one of the
essentials laid down

the authorities

by

as

manifesting

an

intention

on

the part of the donor to create a trust, and a private trust is always
subject to the ordinary rules relating to perpetuities. Charitable trusts,

therefore, constitute

a

very

to

the rules

governing

of the

principal

character

important exception

in

general.
While uncertainty

trusts

istics of

to its

as

objects

is

one

charitable trust, there have nevertheless been cases, even
in England, where the words used have been held to be too uncertain
a

too indefinite to create a valid

or

"charitable

ality

or

public purposes,"2

and benevolence"

is uncertain whether

as

or

should

not

the

as, for example, a gift for
gift for such "objects of liber
be approved by a trustee.3 Where it
trustees are bound to apply the gift

trust,

and

a

charitable purposes, the gift will fail.4 In any case, the intention
of the donor to create a charity of some sort must not be left in doubt-,
to

appears that such

for unless it

clearly

be created.

The purpose must be

so

was

his intention, no trust will
indicated that the court

plainly

will be able to carry it out.
As to the perpetuity of charitable trusts, it is clear that unless they
were excepted from the rule against perpetuities, the trusts would, in

necessarily fail. It is undoubtedly safe to say that in the
of instances it is the intention of the donor that the charitable

most cases,

majority

should be perpetual,
ciples of law have been
accordingly been placed
use

a

but here, too, certain well established prin
held applicable, and some restrictions have
upon what

might otherwise be

too

flagrant

violation of the rule.

When a gift for charitable uses cannot, for any reason, be applied
exactly in accordance with the donor's intention, a court of chancery
will, by means of the cy pres doctrine, apply the gift to some use as
This doctrine has
near as possible to that designated by the donor.5
been rejected in most of the states in this country because, it is con
tended, it is inconsistent with our institutions, being rather a matter
of legislative than judicial power, although it has been held that the
legislature may delegate such power to the court.8
2

Jamson, 1 Sim. 2 St. 69.
Bishop of Durham, 9 Ves. 399.
Selby, 7 Sim. 352; Welch v. Caldwell, 226 111. 488.
v. Phillips, 96 Mass. 556.
'Jackson
'
Mormon Church v. U. S., 136 U. S. 1.
*
*

Vezey

v.

Morice
Ellis v.

v.
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Attwill, Atty. Gen.,

et

al., supra,

in Massachusetts where the cy pres doctrine is recognized,
the court was called upon to decide whether or not the trustees of a

which

arose

public charity, in this case a monument to a noted ecclesiastic, Phillips
Brooks, could be authorized to remove the monument and erect on a
nearby site another to the same man the second monument having
�

been procured with trust funds remaining over and above the amount
required for the first. Held, that the authority prayed for could not be

granted,

because the doctrine of cy pres was inapplicable. The purpose
completely executed when the first monument

of the trust had been
was

No doubt

erected.

terms of the trust,

execution.

nor

The court

or

uncertainty

was

involved in

carrying

out

the

there any impediment to their complete
therefore "not at liberty to modify it upon

was

was

policy or convenience."7
such exigency present in this case as would warrant
the invocation of the cy pres doctrine, the case being entirely free of
those circumstances which call for its employment failure of the
object of the trust, uncertainty as to the mode of application, and
impediments in the way of its execution.8
It was contended that the purchase of the second monument out of
the trust funds was made possible by application of the cy pres doctrine
and the ground upon which the doctrine was invoked in that instance is
a familiar one.
The funds were raised by subscription, and in granting
the authority prayed for, the Court was merely complying with the
wishes of the subscribers regarding the disposition of a portion of
the surplus.
considerations of

There

was no

�

E. F. B.
The "Last Clear Chance."
to the rule that contributory negligence of the
bar
to
plaintiff
recovery in an action brought for personal injury
doctrine
of the "Last Clear Chance" or "Discovered Peril."1
appears the

As

an

exception

is

a

The doctrine

first enunciated

by

the

English Court of Exchequer
damage to personal property.
The Court held that if the proximate cause of the
injury was
attributable to want of proper care on the part of the defendant, the
plaintiff could recover, notwithstanding his own negligence, due to the
in the

case

was

of Davies

violation of

a

Mann,

a

suit for

public ordinance.

'Harvard College
"

v.

v.

Atty-Gen., 228 Mass. 396, 410; 117 N. E. 903.
v. Northampton, 10
Allen, 498.

Trustees of Smith Charities
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principle has been applied by American courts almost exclusively
of personal injuries inflicted through the negligent acts of
carriers, although it is not entirely limited to such injuries.2 In a few
of the early cases the doctrine has not been applied on the ground
that, if the plaintiff's negligence contributed in any degree to the
injury, there can be no recovery.3 The refusal to apply the rule may
be explained by the difficulty, as a matter of fact, in distinguishing
whether the plaintiff's negligence was the proximate or remote cause
of the injury. But, when the negligence of both plaintiff and defendant
is a concurrent, proximate cause, there can be no recovery.4
The proximate cause in such cases has been said to be the cause
which operates to produce particular consequences, without the inter
vention of any independent, unforseen cause, and without which the
injuries would not have occurred.5 It does not mean the last cause
or the act nearest the injury in point of time, but such acts,
wanting
in ordinary care, as actually aided in producing the injury, as a direct
and existing cause.6
Besides the difficult question of determining the proximate cause of
the injury in point of fact, the degree of care which the defendant
owed to the plaintiff has not always been clear. Some courts hold that,
notwithstanding the prior negligence of the plaintiff, if, at the time
of the accident it might have been avoided by the exercise of reasonable
diligence on the part of the defendant, the defendant will be liable
for the failure to exercise such care.7 The Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia has extended the doctrine by saying, in effect,
where one person has knowledge, or from the. circumstances must be
supposed to have knowledge, of the exposed condition or peril of
another person, and then recklessly inflicts injury upon such other
person, he will not be relieved of legal responsibility by the fact that
the person placed himself in peril. But in such a case, in order to
hold the person inflicting the injury liable, it will not be sufficient to
The

in the

1

case

Grand Trunk Ry. Co.

v.

Ives, 144 U. S. 408, 12 S. Ct. 679, 36 U. S. (L. ed)

(485)
2

West Virginia Central Ry. Co., 39 West Virginia 86; 24 L. R. A. 50.
Northern Ohio Traction Co., 76 Ohio St., 234, 118 A. S. R., 844
Smith v. Rezburg, 24 Idaho 176; Ann. Cas 1915 B. 276.
'Rider v. Syracuse Rapid Transit Co., 171 N. Y. 139; 58 L. R. A 125; Butler
v. Rockland, T. & St. Ry. Co., 58 A. 775 ; 99 Me. 149.
"
Schartz v. Ry., 110 La. 534, S. W. 667.
"
Ry. Co. v. Maddox (Tex. Civ.) 152 S. W. 225.
'Styles v. Receiver of Richmond & D. & R. Co., 24 S. E. 740, 741, 118 N. C.
1084 (Citing Gunter v. Wicker, 85 N. C. 310) ; McLamb v. Wilmington & W R.
Co., 122 N. C. 862; 29 S. E. 894, 898.

Carrico
"Brown

v.

v.
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diligence on his part he could have had
person's exposed condition or peril, and there
reasonable care, following Didzoneit v. Railway

show that with reasonable

knowledge

of the other

fore acted without

Company,

1

App.

D. C. 482.8

Appeals has held that to bring the doctrine
operation the defendant must have actual
of
the
knowledge
dangerous position of plaintiff.9 This view has been
generally accepted by the Courts of Western States.10 In the recent
case of Carr v. Interurban Railway Company, the Supreme Court of
Iowa held that the jury should not have been instructed that the
defendant was guilty of negligence in failing to see the plaintiff in a
perilous position "in that it made ability to see, equivalent to seeing."
The main considerations in applying the doctrine of the "Last Clear
Chance" are, the defendant's actual superior knowledge of the peril j11
the defendant's failure to exercise reasonable care and prudence, and
thus have avoided the consequence of the plaintiff's negligence.12 In
those cases where the defendant's conduct is characterized as having
been "wilful," "wanton" or "reckless," however, there need not have
been any clear intention to inflict an injury.13
F. E. H.
The California Court of

of "Last Clear Chance" into

Negligence Not Imputable
As

to

Guest

in

Vehicle.

general rule, negligence on the part of a driver of an automobile
imputable to his guest in the car.1 In this case a young woman
who was a guest in an automobile, was killed in a collision with a
Her father sued the railway company, alleging negligence.
street car.
The railway company replied, alleging contributory negligence on the
part of the driver of the machine, imputable to the deceased as his
is

a

not

guest.

The Court found that there

was

no

contributory negligence

the part of the driver, and therefore, it did not have to pass on the
question as to whether or not such negligence was imputable to the
guest, but it did state the general rule as outlined, thus, clearly indion

8

Cullen v. The Baltimore & Potomac Ry. Co., 8 App. D. C. 69 (1896).
Sauer v. Eagle Brewing Co., 84 P. 425, 3 Cal. App. 127.
Cardwell v. Gulf B. & G. N. Ry Co., 88 S. W. 422, 40 Tex. Civ. App. 67
Illinois Cent. R. Co. v. McLeod, 78 Miss. 334, 29 Thompson v. Salt Lake Rapid
Transit Co., 16 Utah 281, 40 L. R. A. 172.
a
171 N. W. 167 (1919) (Iowa).
u
Evans v. Adams Express Co., 122 Ind. 362, 7, L. R. A. 678.
"
Alabama Ry. Co.. 81 Ala. 185 ; 60 Am. Rep. 145 ; Anderson v. Minneapolis Ry
Co., 103 Minn. 224, 114 N. W. 1123. Fox v. Oakland Consol. St. Ry. 118 Cal
55, 50 Pac. 25. Harrington v. Los Angeles Ry. Co., 140 Cal. 514; 63 L. R A 238
'Maritzky v. Shreveport Rys. Co., 81 S. 253, Jan. (1919) (La.)
'

10
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what its decision would have been if it had been necessary to
point. The dictum in the case cited is supported by decided

eating

decide that

throughout this country, and is the law even where the guest
negligent driver as host, provided the guest did not know
of his usual negligent manner of driving. If the guest did know that
he was not a careful driver, it would still be a question of fact for
the jury as to whether or not her negligence contributed proximately

cases

selected the

to the

injury.2

The passenger or guest, however, is not excused from exercising
ordinary care for his own safety. He cannot close his eyes to ordinary
fail to take the usual

of

preventing injury when they
killed while riding in her
son's wagon, while her son was driving, it was held by the court tnat
contributory negligence on the part of the son could not be imputed
to the mother. If she made no attempt to control his method of driving,
she was merely a passenger.4 If, however, the driver of the vehicle is
under the control of, and is driving as directed by the injured person,
even though the injured person is a guest, the negligence of the driver
dangers
are

or

available to him.3

will be

imputed

to

Where

him.5

In

a

a

means

mother

was

district in New York State it

was

made

person to drive an automobile while intoxicated.
Several men became intoxicated and attempted to go home in an auto
mobile while in that condition, one of their number driving and the
a

misdemeanor for

others

a

accompanying

him

as

guests.

An accident occurred and

one

of

the guests sued for the injuries he received. It was held that none of
the parties in the machine could recover for the injuries received by

negligent driving, each being held as much responsible for the driving
car by a drunken man as was the driver.6
English decisions do not conform to the decisions in the United
States in holding that negligence of the operator of the conveyance
is not to be imputed to the passengers. The early English case of
Thorogood v. Bryan, C. B. 115, is decided the opposite way, the Court
stating that the contributory negligence of the driver of an omnibus
prevented recovery for the death of a passenger when suit was brought
by the passenger's wife. A later case in the Court of Exchequer affirms
the doctrine in Thorogood v. Bryan.7 The English law as above stated

of the

'

Wiley v. Young, 174 Pac. 316 (Cal.).
"Ilardi v. Central California Traction Co., etc al., 172 Pac. 763 (Cal.).
'Bridenstine v. Iowa City Electric Railway Co., 165 N. W. 435 (la.).
'
Kick v. Calumet & S. C. Railway Co., 208 111. App. 325.
*
Kinnie v. Town of Morristown, 172 N. Y. S. 21.
'
Armstrong v. Lancashire & Y. Railway Co., L. R. 10 Exch. 47, 52.
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is criticised

by

the

Supreme
116 U. S.

Court of the United States in the case of
366, and in that case also the American

Little
Hackett,
doctrine is set forth and affirmed
v.

as

Evidence

being

H. R.

proper.

J.

Res Gestae.

�

by an administratrix against a claimant in possession of
passbooks, declarations of the claimant, made while in
of
passbooks, to the effect that they belonged to her, and that
possession
decedent had given them to her, were admissible to explain such posses
This kind of evidence is in
sion and the nature of the right thereto.
In

a

suit

interstate

the nature of
attends

res

gestae and is admissible

possession,

The declarations of persons in
reference to the title thereto, or

properly be
concerning

shown.2
the

an

intent which
of her title.1

a

possessor of

personalty

admissible to determine the nature of such

action

to

determine

defendant

to

of

defendant while in

by

ownership

testator in his

have been

given
ownership by

showing the
origin

possession of personal property with
explanatory of their possession may

Acts and declarations of

same are

In

possession.3

as

but not admissible to prove the

of notes claimed to

lifetime, declarations

possession of notes, both before
admissible in evidence.4 The general

and after testator's death, are
rule is that declarations of persons in possession of personal property,
explanatory of the character of their possession, are competent, as part
of the res gestae.5 Declarations of a party in possession of either real
or

personal property, explanatory

part of the

equivocal

res

or an

What

gestae.6
ambiguous

of his

possession,

are

admissible

as

person says that is explanatory of an
act which he is then doing or a situation
a

which he is then

occupying�as that of a person in possession of prop
erty may be proved as res gestae, a part of a thing then going on, to
elucidate and define its character of such equivocal act or situation.7
It is thus seen that, whenever title is sought to be proved by possession,
the claim of title accompanying that possession is not only proper, but
material and necessary to be known. The immediate point of inquiry
is, what title is claimed, and not what really exists ; and, that being so,
�

inasmuch
1

as

what

a man

claims consists of what he asserts and declares

Stevens v. Peoples Savings Bank, et al (1919), 171 N. W. 130 (Iowa).
Handlan-Buch Mfg. Co. v. Waterloo Drop Forge Co., 155 N. W 802 (Iowa).
"Regan v. Citizens State Bank of Foraker, 131 P. 1093 (Okla.).
�Martin v. Martin (1898), 174 111. 371.
"Samaha v. Mason (1906), 27 App. D. C. 470.
�Perry v. Graham (1851). 18 Ala. 822.
'Cooper v. State, 63 Ala. 80.
*
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in respect to his rights, his declarations are original evidence of the
fact.8 Whether the person in possession is the owner, depends, not
upon the mere fact that he is in possession of it, but upon the nature

possession. These are properly evinced by his
regard to it, and the nature of that conduct can only be

and character of that

conduct with

understood
cases

which

the declarations

by

accompanying

it.

Declarations in such

claimed

by the plaintiff, obnoxious
ordinarily applies to hearsay testimony. They
not,

are

as

to the
are

not

objection
received

declarations of third persons, to prove the truth of what is asserted,
but as being of themselves acts or things done by them, and which
as

explain

characterize the

or

acts

which

they

true character.9

Negligence

Effect

�

The violation of

of

Violation

of

accompany, and show their
G. E. H., Jr.

Municipal Ordinance.

city ordinance, which was passed for the public
safety,
negligence per se. A person committing an unlawful
which
is
the
act,
proximate cause of injury to another, will be com
to
pelled
respond in damages for such injury.1 One of the effects of
this rule is that the question of whether the violation of such a
city
ordinance or statute is negligence, is not left to the jury to determine
as a matter of fact.
If the violation be proved, the law considers the
act negligent of itself.2
In the case first cited, the defendant company
built a fire on its premises without obtaining a permit as required
by
a
municipal ordinance. The plaintiff's property was destroyed as the
proximate result of the fire, and suit was brought for damages, alleging
negligence of the defendant. The defendant claimed that the failure
to comply with the city ordinance was not negligence per se, but the
Court held that it was, and gave judgment accordingly. If the
proxi
a

constitutes

mate cause of an

ordinance,

he is

injury

precluded

a person is his own violation of a valid
from recovery. This last rule is the natural

to

result of the first.3
In

where a city ordinance provided that a steam
railway com
should
have automatic gates in operation at its intersection with
pany
the tracks of a street railway company, and where
had the
a case

but for

some

'Roebke

"Avery

v.

months had failed to have them in

Andrews,

they
operation,

gates,

thus clearlv

26 Wis. 311.

demons, 18 Conn. 306.
Northwest Door Co. v. Lewis Investment Co., 180 Pac 495 ( Oregon 1
^reSon;.
"Schell v. Du Bois, 113 N. E. 664 (Ohio).
'Carroll Blake Construction Co. v. Boyle, 203 S. W. 945
(Tenn.).
v.

1

'
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violating the ordinance, evidence that the motorman on the traction
company's car which met with an accident at this crossing, knew of
the failure to have the gates in operation, did not change the general
rule that violation in failing to operate the gates was- negligence per se,
but merely tended to show that the negligence was not the proximate
cause

of the accident.4

The contention has been made in
or

statute is

per se, the

penal

reason

in its nature,

being that,

as

a

some cases

that, if the ordinance

violation would not be

the

negligence
legislature provided punishment

by the terms of the statute, the statute should be construed strictly to
prevent any additional penalty not intended in its enactment. In the
case of Walker v. Klopp, 157 N. W. 962, where this question was

raised, the Court said : "It has been frequently and most universally
by the courts that the violation of a statute, although penal in its
nature, that provides something shall be done, or shall not be done, for
held

the benefit of individuals and the
and

subjects

public generally, is negligence per se,
liability for damages caused by

the violator of the law to

violation of such statute

or

ordinance."

A few State Courts hold that

violation of a municipal ordinance
negligence per se, but that the viola
tion of a statute or ordinance, is merely evidence of negligence to be
considered with any other evidence in deciding whether negligence
did in fact exist.5
H. R. J.
when

proved, does

not

a

constitute

Homicide

�

First Degree Murder.

The absence of malice and any admixture of deliberation and pre
distinguishes, in most of the states of this country and

meditation

several countries of

Europe, manslaughter

from murder.

Most of

our

states, if not all, have statutory provisions dividing the crime of murder
in the first degree as involving a specific intent evidenced by acts of
deliberate
But in

premeditation.

case in the Supreme Court of Alabama a
charge to the
in which the trial court stated that, if the jury
sustained
jury
believed from the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the de
a

was

fendant, at the time of the shooting, was perpetrating an act greatly
dangerous to the lives of persons present and evidencing a depraved
mind regardless of human life, although without any preconceived
purpose to deprive deceased of life, and did so kill her, then he would
4

Fresno Traction Co. v. Atchison T. & S. F.
v. Davis, 103 A. 154 (Me.).

�Kimball

Railway Co 165 Pac. 1013 (Cal )
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be

guilty of

murder in the first

degree.

defendant

wilfully, deliberately,

the deceased with intent

to

of murder in the first

kill

The Court refused to

charge

reasonable doubt, that the
maliciously, with premeditation, shot

that, unless the jury believed, beyond

a

her, they could

not

find the defendant

upholding the first instruction
guilty
and rejecting the second the Court was giving effect to an Alabama
statute, which defined first degree murder, and was adhering to the
law

as

stated in

The facts in the

previous Alabama
case were

In

degree.

of such

cases
a

decided under that statute.

nature

that if the instruction of

defendant's attorney had been given there could
viction of murder in the first degree.1, 2> 3

not

have been

a

con

as developed under statutory
Pennsylvania, that where a killing has
been done, but not in the perpetration of, or attempt to perpetrate any
of the enumerated felonies, there must have been a deliberate, settled
purpose, a disposition of mind, leading its victim into murder, all
aware of its wicked pursuit, and intent upon the result, to constitute

In a majority
provisions, is as

of the states the law

laid down in

murder in the first

degree.3

murder in the first

degree

The law in Delaware is that to constitute

there must exist express malice aforethought
on the part of the accused as distinguished from implied malice afore
thought, at common law.4 First degree murder in Texas is not proved

unless it

can

be 9hown that the homicide

was

committed while the

cool, composed state of mind, and in pursuance
of a formed design to kill, or to inflict bodily harm, which would
probably end in the taking of the life of the person killed.5 In Cali*
fornia to make a homicide murder in the first degree it must be a kill
ing by means of poison, lying in wait, or torture, or some other killing,
different from these, which is willful, deliberate, and premeditated ;
or a killing which is committed in the perpetration of, or the
attempt
to perpetrate, any arson, rape, robbery, or burglary.6
Premeditation or deliberation, and sometimes both of these elements,
are essential to sustain a charge of first degree murder in most of the
In Alabama the case of Johnson v. State indicates that under
states.
the statutory definition of murder, neither deliberation nor premedita
tion, is necessary to sustain such a charge in that jurisdiction.
J. W. H.
perpetrator

was

in

a

State, 81 So. 820 (Ala.).
State, 96 Ala. 6.
"Kelly v. Commonwealth, 1 Grant, Cas. 484 (Pa.).
'State v. Buchannan, 1 Houst. Cr. Cas. 79 (Del.).
"
Cox v. State, 5 Texas App. 493.
"
People v. Sanchez, 24 Cal. 17.

'Johnson
'Lewis

v.

v.
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Embezzlement.

larceny was denned as being the fraudulent taking
carrying away of a thing without claim or right, with the intention
of permanently converting it to a use other than that of the owner,
without his consent.
The early writers insist on the point that in
larceny there must be a trespass, and trespass is a wrong to possession.
Statutes created the offense of embezzlement in order to punish con
version by agents, public officers, bailees, and the like, who, charged with
receiving the goods or funds of the master, principal or employer,
converted these goods or funds to their own use before the true owner
had acquired either actual or constructive possession. Embezzlement
At Common Law

and

to be, as described in a recent case, "the fraudulent appro
of property by a person to whom such property has been
intrusted, or into whose hands it has lawfully come."3 From this
it follows that embezzlement is no offense against the possession of

has

come

priation

property wrongfully taken has never come
constructively. In order to do this the Court
in Holbrook v. State4 says that the goods "must have been once in the
(actual) possession of the master, and have been delivered by the
the true owner, since the

into his

possession,

even

master to the servant."
cannot be committed by one who obtains the prop
third person or, to put it into the language of a late case,
"If money comes to the possession of the servant from a third person
and has never been in the possession of the master, and the servant
converts it, it may be embezzlement, but not larceny."6

Therefore larceny

erty from

a

An

interesting type of issue is that involving the misappropriation
public funds by municipal employees or officers, as in the case of
Weldon v. State6, the Court of Appeals of Alabama there reversing a
decision of the lower court which brought in a conviction of larceny.
There the defendant was city clerk and tax collector for the city of
Talladega, and it was his duty to collect all money due the city, make
of

record thereof, and also to act as clerk and collect all moneys due the
Talladega light and water commission. The money when collected

a

was

to be

Cramer

deposited
v.

in the bank.

During

the

period covered by the

State, 78 South, 719 (Ala.) (1918.).

*Id.
*

Union National Bank v. Fidelity & Guaranty Co., 78 South. 582 (La.) (1918)
Holbrook v. State, 107 Ala. 154.
Com. v. Berry, 99 Mass, 428.
Talbert v. State, 121 Ala. 36. 25 South. 690.
�Weldon v. State, 81 South. 846 (Ala.) (1919).

*

"
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indictment there

was a

between the amount collected and the

shortage

larceny and convicted in the
Circuit Court of Talladega County. He appealed and the Court of
Appeals reversed the judgment, deciding that the city, in whom owner
ship of the funds was laid, never had constructive possession of the

amount

deposited.

He

was

indicted for

funds sufficient to constitute
and that therefore the

charge

The Circuit Court of

a

of

trespass

larceny

on

the part of the defendant

could not be

upheld.
on

this

money

was

point as
follows: "In this case it does not appear from the testimony of the
state that the money collected by the defendant was ever placed in the
depositary provided by the city, but on the contrary, it was claimed,
Appeals

voices its

and the state's evidence tended to
and not

Stress is laid

judgment

show, that the

collected

that in order to render

the

deposited."7
point
larceny, where there is an appropriation by a servant who
is already in possession, it must appear that the property was at the
time in the constructive possession of the master, and in the text of
Roscoe is found the authority for the statement that "in order for the
property to be in the constructive possession of the master the prop
erty must once have been in his possession and have been delivered by
on

the offense

him to the servant."8
The Alabama court differentiates between the

State and that of

State

case

of Weldon

v.

where the funds had been first

9,
Lacey
deposited by defendant according to custom, in a bank designated for
that particular purpose, and later converted by the defendant. In the
latter case the funds had come into the constructive possession, at least,
of the state, whereas, in the former, no depositary was shown to have
been provided by the city where the funds were placed previous to
their conversion by the defendant.
v.

It is the fact of the master's

possession,

either actual

or

constructive,

which

distinguishes the common law offense of larceny from the statu
tory offense of embezzlement, and the case of Weldon v. State cor
rectly emphasizes the fact that the city had not acquired even con
structive possession of the moneys converted by the accused, and for
that reason therefore a conviction of larceny could not stand.
M. E. C.
v. State, 81 South. 846 (Ala.)
(1919).
Roscoe, Crim. Ev. 646.
Lacey v. State, 13 Ala. App. 212. 68 South, 706.

'Weldon
'
'
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Espionage

Act

United States

in

�

Disloyalty

Time

of

War

�

�

JOURNAL.

Encouraging

Freedom

of

Resistance

Speech

and

Press

to
�

to print and dis
group of persons had engaged
tribute pamphlets calling upon the workers of the United States to
bring about a general strike for the purpose of curtailing and obstruct
ing the production of ordnance and ammunition necessary and essential
to the
of the war ; and did print and distribute about 5,000

Evidence.

�

Where

a

prosecution

copies

each of two such

pamphlets

contained scurrilous and abusive

in the

language
the United States,

city

of New York, which

in respect to the Government
in protest against the inter

and the President of
vention of the United States in Russia for the purpose of quelling the
Russian revolution ; though the defendants alleged, and it was apparent

publications presented in evidence, that these publications
objects therein sought to be obtained were merely intended as
protest against, and to hinder the United States in its intervention

from the
and the
a

Held that these activities violated provisions of the Espion
Congress, approved June 15, 1917, as amended May 6, 1918.
(Jacob Abrams, et al., Plaintiffs in Error, v. United States, October
Term, 1919, Supreme Court of the United States ; November 10, 1919).
Mr. Justice Clark, delivering the opinion of the court, said :
"Even if their primary purpose and intent was to aid the cause
of the Russian revolution, the plan of action which they adopted
necessarily involved, before it could be realized, defeat of the war
in Russia

:

age Act of

program of the United States."

dissenting opinion, delivered by Mr. Justice Holmes, in which
Justice Brandeis concurred, it was contended that the evidence
presented was not sufficient to show an "intent by such curtailment
to cripple or hinder the United States in the prosecution of the war."
It was argued in this dissenting opinion that the intent under the Act
in question must be shown in a strict and accurate sense, in accordance
with the wording of the Act. It is contended that the provisions of
the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, that
"Congress shall make no law abridging the freedom of speech," cannot
be modified, except when there is imminent danger that such speech
or publication will bring about certain substantive evils which the
United States constitutionally may seek to prevent ; and that the pro
vision in the Espionage Act regarding resistance to the United States
means some forcible act of opposition to some
proceeding of the United
States in pursuance of the war, which, in this case, has not been proved.
In

a

Mr.

W. R. G.
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Alien Enemies
ney.

�

alien

�

Property

of

Where powers of attorney

�

Validity

were

Powers

of

Attor

of

executed before the

war

by

enemies, giving attorneys

and execute

refunding

full power to receive legacies or devises
bonds for the benefit of creditors who may sue

the estate, when required, upon payment of legacies or receiving
devises, by local law, held, that powers of attorney executed prior to

the existence of

a state of war continue to be valid, notwithstanding
the state of war, and that they may be executed. Keppelman v. Keppelman, 105 Atl. 140 (New Jersey, September, 1918.)

The court cited Williams
this decision.

sustaining

v.

The

Paine,

Supreme

1G9 U. S.

55, among others,

Court there stated the rule

as

:

"Where it is the manifest interest of the principal that the agency
constituted before the war should continue, the assent of the prin
cipal will be presumed."
It was further stated by the court that, where intercourse with the

forbidden, this presumption is conclusive. The court held
plainly against the interests of the principals in this case
that the agency, so far as giving refunding bonds is concerned, should
continue, in view of the fact that attorneys would be immediately com
pelled to turn over the legacies so obtained to the Alien Property
Custodian, under the provisions of Section 7c of the Trading with the
Enemy Act; which would result in rendering the principals liable to
be sued on the bonds in any jurisdiction, without their receiving the
benefit of the legacies.
Therefore, it is not presumed that principals
desire the agency, so far as the power to give refunding bonds is con
cerned, to continue. Accordingly, the court decreed that the shares
be held until a change in the situation arose, which would enable the
attorneys to determine the wishes of the principals.

principal
that it

is

was

The court further held that, as it was clearly to the interests of the
they be represented at the passing of the accounts

alien enemies that

and the distribution of the estate, assent of the principals to the exer
cise of this power by the attorneys in fact for such purpose will be
I.

presumed.
Criminal Law
ship

�

Variance.

charging

�

�

J.

F.

Receiving Stolen Goods Evidence Owner
was found guilty under an indictment
�

�

Defendant

him with

buying, receiving

and

concealing goods, the per
they were stolen,

sonal property of a riilroad company, knowing that
and not having intent to return them to the owner.

Held,

that under the construction

Director General of

Railways

to

given by

the President and the

the Act of Congress of

August

29,
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191R, U. S. Compt. St., Sec. 1974-a, the control of the government was
extended to the railroad corporations, as well as to their property;
that the railroad company was an agent of the Government, and as
such agent, was bailee of the property alleged to have been stolen ; and

that, therefore, the ownership of the property was properly laid.
Vaughan v. State, 81 Lou. 417 (Alabama, April, 1919).

J. J.
Adverse Possession
by

Tenant

�

�

Tacking Possession

Temporary Absence.

�

The

�

Privity

�

H.

Possession

adjoining own
possession to a certain

parties

ers, and the defendant claimed title by adverse
strip inside the boundaries of the plaintiff's lot.

were

The evidence showed

that a previous owner of the defendant's lot, under a mistake of fact
as to tl e boundary, had occupied the strip in question, partly by certain

house, and by grading, planting trees, and main
taining terrace thereon, that the property had afterwards been con
veyed several times, finally to the defendant in this case, each time the
property was correctly described in the conveyances according to the
original boundaries, but each successive holder actually taking posses
sion of and maintaining the strip in question.
Held, that the facts
make out an actual, open, notorious, continuous, exclusive and hostile

projections

of his

a

holding,

under

claim of

a

right,

adverse claimant is entitled to take
of those with whom he is in
whom he takes

for the statutory period, that the
advantage of the adverse holding

privity,

that he is in

privity

with

one

from

voluntary transfer of possession, that possession by
a tenant is possession by the owner himself, so far as third parties
are concerned, and that a mere
temporary absence, three months in
a

visit to another state, is not! an abandonment so as to
of the possession.
Kelly v. Green, et al., 170
Northwestern 922 (Minnesota, February 21, 1919).
J. T. F., Jr.

this case,

on

break the

a

continuity

Criminal Law

Intoxicating Liquors Searches and Seizures
--Evidence Obtained by Unlawful Search Return of Property.
�

�

�

�

While the defendant

was

out

of the state,

a

number of

inspectors

of the peace visited his home and, without a search war
rant, and without the defendant's consent, entered his house and car
ried away some liquor. A complaint was filed against the defendant

and

a

justice

and upon his return he was arrested. The Circuit Court quashed the
information and ordered the liquor returned to the defendant.

Held, entry by
as a

home,

in his

officers upon the
absence, without

premises
a

of

an

individual

search warrant, and not

occupied
by order
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of court, for the purpose of searching for and seizing intoxicating
liquors, is an unauthorized trespass, and the invasion of the consti
tutional rights of the person occupying the premises, and compels the
defendant to be

a

witness

against himself.

criminal case for the first time upon trial
the admission in evidence of articles taken by unlawful
search and seizure, the court will not pause in the trial of the case
to determine whether the prosecution became lawfully possessed of
When

objects

such

defendant in

a

a

to

but where it is made to appear before trial that articles

articles,

have been taken from the

and

possession

of defendant

seizure, it then becomes the duty of the trial

The

supports its views by citing, among others, the

court

U.

v.

and Weeks

S.,
v.

In the

them.

116 U. S. 616 ; Adams v. New
U. S., 232 U. S. 383, and draws

Boyd

and Weeks

seized articles

the trial, while in the Adams case no
legality of the seizure of the articles until
trial.

ary,

People
1919).

v.

Marxhausen,

Municipal Corporations

Owners

�

Obstruction

Cause.

of

A

�

171

Use

of

York,
a

cases

distinction between

N. W.

Streets

Sidewalk

was

objection
they were
557

�

of

192 U. S. 585,

the unwarranted seizures

cases

to and the return of the

objected

at

unlawful search

court to order the

of the articles.

return

Boyd

by

were

demanded before
was

made to the

offered in evidence

(Michigan, Febru
J. J. H.

Rights

of

Abutting

Personal Injuries Proxi
in the business section of the City of
�

�

large building
partially destroyed by fire, and only the walls, which
were a menace to passing travel, were left standing.
The city authori
ties immediately withdrew the portion of the sidewalk in front of the
premises from use by the public, constructing a barricade around it.
Subsequently, the owner of the damaged building commenced its recon
struction, and built a supply shed over the entire area enclosed within
the barricade. A pedestrian walking along the sidewalk was deflected
into the roadway because of this structure, and was struck by an auto
mate

Fort

Dodge

mobile.

�

was

He later died

On action

as a

result of the accident.

the decedent's father

against the city and the owner
by
building, alleging joint liability on the part of the owner and
the city, because the owner had failed to comply with a municipal
regulation requiring authorization from the City Council to build or
maintain any obstruction on the public sidewalk, and the municipality
had permitted this violation of the regulation to exist: Held, that
there was no liability on the part of either the owner or the city; that

of the
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merely converted the barricade erected by the city into
protection of the public by the erection of the shed, and that
even if the shed had been erected and permitted to exist in violation
of a regulation, it had no bearing on the present case, as the decedent's
collision with the automobile was the proximate cause of his death, and
nothing appeared in the record to show that there was any justification
Jones v. City of Fort Dodge, et al., 171 N.
or excuse for the collision.
W., 16 (Iowa, March, 1919).
J. C. W.
the
a

owner

had

safer

Workmen's Compensation Act

�

Exclusive Remedy

�

Constitu

duties incidental to

while

Plaintiff, injured
performing
employment, brings suit for damages. Defendant demurs, citing
a local statute which provides certain rights and remedies for injuries
received while performing services arising out of and incidental to the
employment, and further provides that such rights and remedies shall
be exclusive of all others. Plaintiff alleges the unconstitutionality of
the statute. Held, that the statute is not inimical to any provision of
the State or Federal constitutions ; that it does not violate requirement
that all courts shall be open for adequate remedy by due process of law,
that it is not a local or special law, that it does not grant special or
exclusive privilege or immunity to any corporation, association, or indi
vidual, or any class thereof, that it does not attempt to fix the price of
tionality.

�

his

manual

labor, and that the amendment

to

the Federal Constitution

right of trial by jury does not apply to cases in the State
Courts.
Day v. Louisiana Central Lumber Co., 81 Southern 328
(Louisiana, March 3, 1919.)
Act No. 20 of 1914 (Louisiana), which is the Act involved in this
case, applies to certain "hazardous trades, business and occupations,"
such as railroads, factories, etc., as set forth in the statute, and provides
that when an employe shall be injured in the line of his employment
the employer shall pay him certain amounts of compensation as enumer
ated therein : e. g., for permanent disability, 50 per cent of the average
weekly wages, not to exceed $10.00, and not to be less than $3.00 per
week, for a period of not exceeding 400 weeks ; for loss of an eye, 50
per cent, of the average weekly wages, during not more than 100
relating

to

weeks, etc. If the parties cannot agree on the amount of compensation
due, it is to be decided, as to all questions of law and fact, by a judge,
"equitably, summarily and simply," without regard to the "usual com
mon law or statutory rules of evidence, or by any other technical or
formal rules of
the

right

at

the

procedure."
beginning of

Both

the

parties,

or

employment,

either of
to

them,

declare that

given
they will

are
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by the act, but they are practically penalized for so
doing, and particularly is this true in the case of the employer, for the
statute abolishes the defenses of negligence, assumption of risk, and
the fellow-servant rule, and in addition raises against the employer
who elects not to come within the statute, a presumption of negligence,
and places on him the burden of proof.
J. T. F\, Jr.

not be bound

Libel

and

Slander

�

Mental Suffering.

�

In

suit for slander

a

plaintiff alleged that defendant had called him a "thief" in the
presence of his (the plaintiff's) son-in-law, thereby causing the plain
tiff great mental suffering: Held, that such mental suffering could
only be properly shown as resulted from the publication of the alleged
slander, and that plaintiff could recover only for mental suffering caused
by publication and damage to reputation resulting from such publica
tion. Inasmuch as the plaintiff's son-in-law was the only person to
whom the accusation had been published, and he had appeared as a
friendly witness in behalf of the plaintiff, the Court, in its decision,
said that the jury'9 finding for nominal damages only was justified.
Greenlee v. Coffman, 171 N. W., 580 (Iowa, April, 1919).
J. C W.
where
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Law

of

Real Property.

By

Elliott Judd

Northrup, Little,

Brown

& Co.
When I laid this volume aside after

reading it,

the

impression

created in my mind was that it was the publication of a series of lec
tures delivered during a course of years by the author to his law
classes. It bears every evidence of the careful revision and judicious
condensation that

adapted
graceful

a

teacher

and

pleasing

book is easy to

It is

than is

especially gratifying

numerous

to

found in

interest and
one

common

references to Littleton

lectures, and the style well

class of students is much

a

usually

read, it holds your

of the old masters of the

to his

gives

to hold the attention of

who still

legal
covers

more

text-books.
the

worships

subject
at

The
well.

the shrine

law to find in the footnotes such
and Coke

as

are

contained in this

Whatever may be said of modern thought in other branches
of the law these two writers cannot be ignored by the student of real
volume.

property.
on

There

frequent citations of Challis, a sound guide
estate, whose splendid work is not so well known

are

the law of real

in the United States

also

as

it deserves to be.

Law students pursuing courses in real property by the
method of instruction are frequently handicapped in their

case

book

work,

be-
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unable to get a vision of the law beyond the concrete
The study of facts and isolated
cases upon which they are at work.
principles of law proves tedious, and scholarship suffers greatly for
lack of an interpreting medium through which the knowledge gained
from the study of individual cases can be correlated and the bearing of
each other can be grasped and under
of law
various
cause

they

are

principles
adequate

upon

and

An

stood.

review of the entire subject
It awakens the interest of the student to

comprehensive

proves of inestimable benefit.
find that there is a complete and admirable system of laws which com
prehends all the doctrines he has learned from his cases, assigns them

place, and in addition, includes other principles equally well
established, and that the whole is logical, connected and understand
a

proper

object of his
mystery largely dispelled.

able.
the

He

sees

labors

the

This treatise is well

adapted

to

give

more

intelligently,

the student

just

and he finds

such

a

review of

subject of real property within as short compass as will enable
him to realize the harmonious relation of the leading principles of that
the

subject,

and make available the

knowledge

lar studies.

he has

acquired in his regu
J. D. Sullivan.

Blackstone, Fourth Edition, two volumes in one ; thin paper,
covers.
Callaghan & Co., Chicago, 1919.
A most welcome publication of Callaghan & Co.'s single volume
edition of their Cooley's Blackstone, with notes by Andrews.
In one of his lectures on The Laws and Jurisprudence of England
and America, Judge Dillon says : "I take my leave of Blackstone and

Cooley's

flexible

his work with the observation that if in the pressure of the cases and
are the common lot of the successful lawyer, you will make

toils which

it a point every year once to read the 'Commentaries on The Law of
England,' by Sir William Blackstone, Kt, one of the Justices of His
Majesty's Court of Common Pleas, you will thank me as often as you
shall complete the reading for the advice I have thus ventured to give."
This edition makes the reading of Blackstone a pleasure. The paper
and type are good and all foreign words used by the author are fol
lowed by an English translation. The Analysis of The Commentaries,
by Barron Field, in the form of questions, with references to the pages
where the answers will be found, is new and will be helpful to students.
In one of the opening sentences of his classic, The Common Law,

O. W. Holmes says
what it has been."

:

"In order to know what the law is we must know
one would know what was the law of

If

and America when the Declaration of

Independence

was

England
signed, one
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will find the

answer

in Blackstone's Commentaries that

were

first

pub

lished in full in 1769. In the next seven years more copies of this great
work, according to Edmund Burke, were sold in America than in

England.
Law students and young lawyers can lay no better foundation for a
working library than this single volume edition of Blackstone, and if
they will follow Judge Dillon's advice they will realize how much easier
it is to comprehend what the law was. Melius est petere fontes quant
sectari rivulos.
H. S. Boutell.

Essentials
A.

of the

M., J.

D.

Law

Damages.

of

Callaghan

The author states in his

By Rudolph Stanley Bauer,
Co., Chicago, 1919.

&

preface

that his book is intended for

use

in
instruction,
following
text-book
method.
He
further
that
a
student
the
following
says
in a law school following the case method solely is handicapped unless
he is directed by a very unusual teacher and unless he has a "phe
nomenal ability to take notes of lectures." His work has been planned
with the needs of both these classes of students in view, discussing as
it does at some length the leading cases, a plan not followed in most
in law schools

the

case

method of

as

well

as

schools

text-books.

Each chapter contains

a

statement of

principles, annotated with cita

leading cases, the notes containing valuable comments on the
opinions, apparently based on the author's lecture notes used by him in

tions to

teaching the subject, and at the end of each chapter the facts and the
reasoning of the court in a number of leading cases are summarized
under the heading "Case Illustrations." The book is well written, in
a clear, compact style ; there is a comprehensive index, both as to topics
and

cases

cited; the book contains

valuable to

students,

510 pages. It is certain to prove
whatever method of study they are pursuing,

because of the style and method of presentation of the subject.
It is interesting to note that the author questions the decision in
Paul

v.

Slason,

Vt, 231,

22

fork of the

54 Am.

Dec,

75.

There the sheriff used

without his

permission, in raking together
points out that as damage
hay
is not the gist of trespass, at least nominal damages ought to have
been assessed.
(Bauer, Damages, p. 114, note 16). It would seem,
real question in Paul v. Slason was one of pleading,
that
the
however,
the

hay
on

not of

which he

plaintiff,
levying;

substantive law.

sonal property at

the author

was

There

common

but two writs for trespass to per
trespass for asportation and for the

were

law,
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destruction of the chattel ; neither of these forms of action would lie
in this case, since the interference with possession was only slight and
(Ames &
temporary, and on this ground the decision was correct.

Smith, Cases

on

a copy of
pleasure that we acknowledge the receipt
old stan
This
edition of Pomeroy's Equity Jurisprudence.

of

It is with
the recent

J. Fegan.

Hugh

Torts, Vol. I, pp. 61, 65).

dard work is

now

in its fourth edition and is contained in six volumes.

The binding is of the conventional law buckram and the press work is
finely executed. The section heading follows directly after the section

number, and both

are

This

new

edition,

as

usual,

is well abreast of the

excellence which is characteristic of the
text
are

and the notes to the

copiously

One of the very
typographical work.

in attractive black-face type.

valuable features of the work is the beautiful

annotated

high

editions.

standard of

The

previous
original
original edition and those subsequently added
and brought down to date with the current

decisions.
of

Too much cannot be said of this very excellent work. The wealth
learning of Professor Pomeroy and his wide experience in Chancery

crystallized as it were into a permanent part of our
equity jurisprudence and have been availed of and quoted
as authority by the courts of last resort of most respectable standing
Wherever his expressions are quoted
both in America and abroad.
used
a
of
are
with
degree
unquestioned confidence, and his pleasant
they
forceful
his
expressions and his clearness of thought and vision,
style,
one
of
this
the
most valuable works in the field of equity juris
make
prudence.
No critique of Pomeroy would be complete without at least a
mention of the now famous Tribbette case, concerning whose treatment
Pomeroy has frequently been criticised.
practice

have been

system of

The

case

of Tribbette

v.

Illinois Central Railroad Co., 70 Miss.

182, 19 L. R. A. 660, is a very interesting one upon the question of
multiplicity of suits. This was an action for damages for the alleged

negligent burning

of

plaintiff's property, occasioned, as he claimed, by
engine, which was operated
negligent manner. Several
by reason of this particular act complained of and

the emission of sparks from defendant's
while in a dangerous condition and in a
houses
as

were

burned

many separate actions for damages
"In order to avoid multiplicity

were

of

instituted.

suits, and the consequent
harassment and vexation," all of the several plaintiffs were enjoined
from prosecuting their different actions, from which order they ap

pealed.
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In the

opinion Campbell, C. J., says :
granting and maintaining the injunction are fully sustained
I.
by
Pomeroy Eq. Jur. Sec. 255, et seq., and it is probable that any
judge authorized would have granted the injunction upon the text
"The

cited."
The court in
and

an

elaborate and well considered

opinion

took the

think very properly, that the bare fact that a number
view,
of actions arise out of the same facts and circumstances, this alone,
we

nothing else appearing, is not sufficient to sustain a bill against the
prosecution of numerous suits. It may be harassing to the defendant,
but where the parties were in no wise connected and neither had any
interest, near or remote, in his neighbor's case, certainly one who had
a perfectly good cause of action ought not to be put on a
parity with
another whose injury may have been greatly increased by reason of
his own contributory negligence. The gist of this proposition lies not
in the fact that several parties have the right, if they choose, to bring
separate and independent suits, neither of the parties nor the subject
matter being in any way connected with the other, but it is where there
is a community of interest between the complaining parties in the same
subject

matter.

In the
20

case

L. R. A.

of Southern Steel

(N. S.) 857,

47 So.

Company
274,

more

v.

Hopkins,

than

an

157 Ala. 190,

hundred

alleged

of action grew out of one alleged negligent act. The Court held
that an injunction to restrain the prosecution of numerous suits was
causes

proper and in

opposed

the, opinion

says the Tribbette case, supra, "is

directly

to our views."

This controversy that seems to have arisen between Professor
Pomeroy and some of the courts is one of at least more than passing
for the editor of the

Lawyer's Report, Annotated, says :
Pomeroy, is, however, limited by
him to a certain extent in Section 251^4.
The proposition in the
abstract, as is laid down in Pomeroy, if given the scope often claimed
for it, would violate the rule of equity relating to multifariousness, and
the Hopkins case is the only one on the subject, which, after a careful
examination of the authorities enunciates the principle here stated."
Notwithstanding all of this criticism and the views expressed,
Professor Pomeroy in his new fourth edition not only adheres to the
text as originally stated, but says the "criticism urged with much
earnestness against the author's treatment," etc., in the Tribbette case
is the question of a misjoinder of parties rather than an authority which
interest,

new

"This broad statement of Mr.
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militates

against

the text.

In support of the doctrine stated in the

Tribbette case, see Reed v. Hedges, 16 W. Va. 167; Nunnally
W. H. L., Jr.
Strause, 94 Va. 255, 26 S. E. 580.

v.

Recent Case Books.
We
ton's

are

new

just

in

"Cases

lishing Company

receipt
on

of

an

Evidence."

of St.

Edw. W. Hinpublished by West Pub

announcement of Prof.

The book is

Paul, Minn.,

and

promises

addition to the American Casebook Series.

It is

to

be

one

a very valuable
volume only of

1,121 pages, being a trifle shorter than Professor Wigmore's excellent
case-book on the law of evidence, used in many of our law schools.

Though there are at present many excellent case and text-books on the
subject of evidence, too much cannot be written to give the student
and young lawyer a working knowledge of this most important field
of

law, and it is doubtless true that Professor Hinton's work will serve
worthy addition to such works, as Wigmore,

its purpose, and be a
Thayer and Greenleaf.
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